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Chapter 1 : Introduction
to the iGrafx® Platform

1
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Course Objective
This course assumes that you have already taken the iGrafx® Collaborative Process Management
(CPM) training class.
With that in mind, this course is designed to provide Business Modelers and Business Architects
with the capabilities to align company processes, resources, and systems with corporate goals and
strategies by using the iGrafx® Platform’s secured and collaborative environment. Having these
capabilities will effectively enable compliance management, risk management, performance
management, enterprise architecture, and quality improvement initiatives. iGrafx® offers additional
training and professional services to help you with these initiatives.
As discussed during the CPM training class, the functionality that is available to an iGrafx®
Platform user at any particular time, varies depending on 3 key factors:
•

the User Interface being used (i.e., an iGrafx® desktop client product or a web browser)

•

the License(s) assigned to the user, and

•

the Permissions granted to the user at the Server, Repository, and Repository Item levels

The following matrix lists the capabilities that are available to users, based on licensing.
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Accessing Repository Content
The iGrafx® Platform enables you to work in a collaborative environment by using Repositories to
store your documents. You can access repository content via any of our desktop client products
mentioned above or via the iGrafx® Platform’s web browser interface.

Repository Access via an iGrafx® Desktop Client
You can access repository content via the Explorer Bar which is accessible on any iGrafx® desktop
icon on the Toolbar Toolbox. Once the Explorer Bar is open,
client product, by first clicking the
you can click on the Repositories tab, as shown below:

Repository Access and Navigation via Browser
You may have one or more repositories defined for use in the iGrafx® Platform. Your System
Administrator will have enabled which repositories are available to you. In order to use a
repository, you must first connect to it. Your administrator should provide you with the following
information necessary to connect to the established repository that will be used for training:
 iGrafx® Platform URL
 Username
 Initial Password
To that end, follow the steps below to connect / log in to the training repository:
1.

In the Address bar of your browser enter the appropriate URL and press Enter. This should
display the iGrafx® Platform login screen:

2.

For Username, enter the provided Username (case sensitive)
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3.

For Password, enter the provided Password (case sensitive)

4.

Click the

command

Once you log in to the iGrafx® Platform, you can access the content of any repository (that you’ve
been given permission to access) via its repository tree. To access a repository tree, do the
following:
1.

icon on the upper left-hand side of the Platform Navigation pane to display the
Click the
Platform Navigation menu:

and then select the “Model” option:

Note: Clicking the
icon (right above the menu) will hide the Platform Navigation menu,
giving you more real estate space on your screen for viewing other items, such as diagrams.
2.

Upon clicking the “Model” option, the last iGrafx® repository that you navigated to should
display in the form of a repository tree (as shown below). It is also possible that if you’ve been
given permission to access only one repository in the iGrafx® Platform, then the tree of that
repository should display automatically.
The screenshot below shows an example of a repository tree for a repository called “Training”.
Note that the ability to view the repository tree is determined by whether you have the
repository-level permission called View Repository Tree.

You may choose to hide the repository tree to give you more room in your screen when viewing
items such as process diagrams. To hide the tree, click the bar that is called out by the arrow
in the screenshot above. To make the tree visible again, click the bar on the left hand side of
the screen (when visible).
If you’ve been given permission to access various repositories in the Platform, you can navigate
to another repository of your choice by doing the following:
a.

Ensure that you’re in the “Model” section of the Platform (see step 1above).
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b.

Click the icon that appears next to your name on the upper right-hand side of the
Platform Navigation pane:

c.

The following dialog window, with several options, will appear. Click the
display the Repository Selection dialog:

d.

The Repository Selection dialog shows all the repositories that you have permission to
access. Select the repository you want to access. A sample Repository Selection dialog is
shown below:

e.

Once you select the repository of your choice, iGrafx® will display its repository tree.

©Copyright 2017 iGrafx®, LLC
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Help on iGrafx®
All of the iGrafx® Solution products share the iGrafx® Help system. There are several ways to
access online documentation and other helpful information.

Product Help via the Client
Access product-specific information through the Help menu:

iGrafx® Platform Help via the Browser
Once logged in to the Platform, you can access product-specific information by clicking the icon
next to your name (upper right-hand corner), and then selecting the About option, as shown below:

Then, from the dialog below, select the VIEW HELP command:

Quick Reference Videos - Online
To access quick reference videos on various capabilities of iGrafx®, you can visit our YouTube
Channel at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjm2J0KR8l7AHXNjmnec1wA
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Chapter 2 : Creating and
Using Enterprise Objects

2

Enterprise Objects provide powerful business modeling capabilities.
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Purpose of Business Modeling
The purpose of modeling your enterprise is to document, understand, improve, and control the
various factors that influence the success of your enterprise.
The modeling of your enterprise involves many factors, including:
•

Performance Management: Strategies and goals of the enterprise, and performance
indicators to monitor if they are being met

•

Risk Management: Risks to enterprise success, and the controls in place to keep the
enterprise on track

•

Process Management: The processes and resources involved in performing processes

With iGrafx, you can model the entire enterprise, and perform important analysis and reporting.
The iGrafx Platform provides a team-based collaborative environment used to achieve enterprise
success; through understanding, aligning, and improving your enterprise.
The iGrafx Platform enables you to model process drivers such as Customers, Strategies and Goals,
and measure performance. In addition, you can model process support elements such as People, IT
Business Architecture, Application Classes, and other enterprise data. Also, Risks are modeled to
mitigate threats and Controls are modeled to ensure compliance.
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Business Modeling Overview
All iGrafx modeling tools can define enterprise-wide modeling data including strategies, goals,
performance indicators, risks, controls, work products, processes, and more.
The web browser interface and iGrafx graphical modeling Clients (e.g. iGrafx FlowCharter) are the
primary applications for analyzing and reporting on that data. Reports can be generated in the web
browser in multiple formats to show Risk Maps, Performance Analysis, Control Audits, RACI
Analysis, Impact Analysis, etc.
In both the web browser and Client tools, process maps and their shapes can be related directly to
strategies, goals, measurements, risks, controls, and other information by using ‘Describes’
relationships.
Performance Indicator and Risk values can be tracked through history and facilitate reporting of the
state of the enterprise. In addition, enterprise dashboards provide the ability to see ‘real-time’
displays of enterprise measures via the web.1

Business Model Objects
iGrafx repositories include process maps, enterprise objects, non-iGrafx diagrams (e.g. related
Microsoft Word documents), dashboards, glossaries (version 16.2 and later) and reports. Together,
these repository capabilities comprise and document your business model.

The Repository
The repository allows multiple people to work concurrently in one enterprise model.
In addition to storing modeling data, the repository provides capabilities for managing process and
related data. Some key repository benefits include:

1

•

Central Storage and Access Control: Allows easier access and maintenance of process, and
process-related, data. Prevents unauthorized use.

•

Versioning and Audit Trail: Document and understand how your business models and
processes have changed, and be able to use prior versions of processes if necessary.

•

Cycle Management Procedures: Ensure that the processes you’re controlling have been
reviewed, approved, and/or endorsed for use by your enterprise.

•

Powerful Query (Searching) Capabilities: Easily find the model information you need.

•

Web Access: Easily share model and process information across the entire enterprise; anyone
with a web browser and appropriate access can see information and annotate processes stored in
the repository, & participate in cycles.

•

Collaboration and Consistency: Within your diagrams, link and reuse shared common
information to build a consistent set of enterprise definitions across your organization.

•

Link Management: When items are renamed or moved within the central repository, all links
are automatically maintained.

•

Web and Client Diagraming: Use a browser to draw BPMN and generic diagrams. Use the
iGrafx Client for additional diagram types (e.g. Value Stream Maps) or advanced diagramming.
Diagramming capabilities require additional licenses.

A “PRC” license enables viewing Performance Indicator, Risk, and Risk Instance data points. “PRC
Designer” license is required to create Performance Indicator, Risk, and Risk Instance data points.
©Copyright 2017 iGrafx®, LLC
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Object Overview and Review
Different iGrafx object types in a Business Model document different areas of your enterprise. All
of the following enterprise objects reside in the folders in the Model area (default names are listed):
•

Strategies: The Strategies, Goals, and Performance Indicators (Measurements) in place to
help ensure the success of the enterprise. Performance Indicators are also available in other
enterprise object folders.

•

Requirements: Requirements for key enterprise objects. Can include business, financial,
technical, and other kinds of requirements. For example, review and improvement of processes
for ISO 9001 certification.

•

Controls: The Controls and Control Instances of the enterprise. Actions required to ensure,
or the test for, compliance. For example, a formal review that requires manager sign-off.
Control Instances are also available in other enterprise object folders.

•

Processes: The set of processes and activities, described by increasing levels of detail,
which are involved in producing the products or services provided by the enterprise.

•

External Agents: This includes customer relationships and other factors external to the
enterprise.

•

Resources: The resources involved in performing processes that deliver value to customers.
Includes: Organizational structure, functional roles, people, tools such as computer systems and
physical equipment, physical locations, and Information Technology (IT) architecture.

•

Interfaces: The services offered by a resource; often a physical resource such as a computer
system. For example, the ordering system for a supplier.

•

Work Products: The data, information, and business object that flow between External
Agents, Processes, and Activities. For example, the order for a product.

•

Dashboards: Dashboards are also visualized in the Dashboard Area. They are managed (i.e.
accessed controlled) in the Dashboards folder.

•

Reports: Reports are also visualized in the Reporting Area. They are managed (i.e. accessed
controlled) in the Reports folder.

•

Classes: The programming classes used by IT to implement systems.

•

Risk Catalog: The Risks and Risk Instances established for a particular model. Risk
Instances are also available in all other enterprise object folders.

•

Shape Libraries: These are customer-defined palettes of shapes available when creating
web diagrams.

•

Glossaries: Glossary entries are referenced by the text fields (e.g. Summary, Purpose, etc.)
of other repository items.
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Objects and Relationships
When using the iGrafx Platform, your enterprise is modeled by creating objects, and in particular,
objects that have relationships to other objects.
There are key or core relationships between objects, and relationships that may be common but not
key. For example, RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed) relationships are key
to an enterprise model. In addition, there are common object relationships that frequently appear in
enterprise models, and yet are not key to enterprise modeling.

Syntax and Semantics
Rules about valid relationships between objects help restrict syntactic errors in your enterprise
model. You cannot create new major object types, though you can create subtypes of resources, etc.
You cannot add an inappropriate relationship to objects (e.g. a location to a requirement), or target
an inappropriate object with a relationship.
However, while you cannot make a syntactic error when constructing an enterprise model, you can
make a semantic error. The most common types of modeling errors come from entering a modeling
construct that is either ambiguous, conflicting with some other construct in the model, confusing to
someone else reviewing the model, or some combination of the previously mentioned modeling
errors.

Business Modeling Style
This training manual is focused on how to create objects and relationships, with some context of
why to create them. This manual does not attempt to cover the objects and their relationships in
detail. As your model becomes more complex, it is important to have a common understanding of
the subtleties of the object attributes and their relationships.

Business Modeling Phases (and Class Outline)
Modeling your enterprise can occur in several stages, or phases. The order that you model your
enterprise will depend upon many factors, including why you’re modeling your enterprise. The
modeling of an enterprise is an ongoing, iterative process. In general, when modeling your
enterprise, you may want to use the following phases:
1.

2.

Understand Objectives. Before you begin to construct your enterprise model, take the time
to first understand your objectives and requirements for the enterprise model. Take time to
answer the following questions:
a.

Why are you building the enterprise model?

b.

Who will your audience be (who will use the information from the model)?

c.

What types of reporting will you require (e.g. dashboards of the enterprise, impact
analysis, RACI relationships, etc.)?

Construct the Enterprise Model and Use for Analysis/Reporting. Once you have planned
and captured objectives for building an enterprise model, you can construct the model.
Once you have constructed the model, you can do analysis & reporting.
The focus of this training manual is on using the modeling tools to construct and analyze a
model of an example enterprise, and uses the outline below for constructing an enterprise
model:
a.

Define the Enterprise Structure and the External Environment:
i. Resources & Programmatic Data. Resources are the Organizations,
Roles, People, IT Architecture, etc. that perform actions and support your
enterprise processes. Programmatic data includes Interfaces & Classes.
ii. Requirements on how your enterprise operates, including IT Service
Management (ITSM), process review and improvement, and other
requirements.
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iii. External Factors: Factors external to the enterprise. May include External
Agents (customers and suppliers) and Requirements such as rules
imposed by regulatory organizations.
b.

Business Management:
i. Performance Management (Strategies, Goals, Performance Indicators).
The strategies, goals, and specific measurements to help ensure the
enterprise is performing as intended when evaluated against a strategy
model.
ii. Risk Management (Risks, Risk Instances). Manage the risks to the
success of the enterprise.
iii. Controls and Control Instances. The internal and external controls, or
audit areas, to ensure compliance with internal and external requirements.

c.

Process Management: Processes, and Activities. Your core, value-adding
processes, described in sufficient detail to analyze and improve enterprise
performance.

d.

Relationships: Document the relationships between enterprise objects created in
steps a) through c) above. This includes making relationships from diagrams and
the repository enterprise objects. Also add Work Products to show how data,
business and information objects flow between processes.

e.

Analysis and Reporting: Use the iGrafx Platform to validate where the enterprise
is performing successfully, and understand where it is not. Report on the current
state of the enterprise. This involves creating reports of enterprise status, including
RACI matrices, Strategy maps, Risk maps, performing Impact Analysis, etc.

3.

Compose and document a plan of action. Describe what actions are needed to improve
enterprise performance, to better align with the enterprise model you have constructed.

4.

Commit to action. Put your documented plan into action.

5.

Recapture the changed state of your enterprise. The future state you had been reaching for
may now be the current state. Capture the current state of your enterprise, and repeat the
cycle of enterprise modeling.
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Creating Repository Enterprise Objects
As we introduce objects in an enterprise model, keep in mind that the order you use to model your
enterprise may vary from the one we outline above. However, considering when an object might be
used in the various phases of enterprise modeling can help with consistent use and model clarity.
For example, examine two relationships that most Objects can have: Requirement and
Strategy/Goal. If you use the Requirement relationship during the modeling of the planning phases,
and the Strategy/Goal relationship during the modeling of the action phases, you can lend
consistency and clarity to your model and make it easier for others to understand.
We’ll start by creating a number of repository enterprise objects. Later, we’ll add relationships (e.g.
RACI, Controls, etc.) to the objects that we created.

Opening a Repository
To connect to a repository to view and / or edit repository content, you must have a “User” license
assigned to you and have the necessary permissions to view and / or edit repository objects.
Permissions are assigned to users and groups via roles to servers, repositories, and repository items.
See the Collaborative Process Management Training Guide for more details on roles and
permissions.
All business modeling capabilities are available via web browser and several features are also
available in the iGrafx graphical Client.
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Perform the following steps to open a repository with both:
•

An iGrafx graphical Client (e.g. iGrafx FlowCharter)

•

A web browser

This training guide will use a repository named “iGolfx”.

Web

Client
1.

From the Repositories menu, choose Show Window.

2.

Click the Open Repository button:

1.

Perform these steps as specified by your
instructor or iGrafx administrator:
a. In the browser address bar, enter the
URL for the Server you wish to
connect to.

Alternatively (or if the Open Repository dialog box
doesn’t appear), from the Repositories menu, choose
Open Repository.

b. Enter your Username and Password
and then click Login.
Click the hamburger icon
left of your screen.

3.

In the left frame, choose the Model area
of the iGrafx Platform.

4.

If a repository determined by your
instructor is not displayed and you have
more than one repository:

The Open Repository wizard dialog box is displayed:

3.

Perform these steps as specified by your instructor or
iGrafx administrator:

at the top

2.

a.

Choose or type the Server URL you wish to
connect to.

a. Click your login name at the upper
right of the page.

b.

Use single sign-on or credentials as instructed
by your instructor.

b. Click the repository name displayed at
the top of a menu.

Click Next>, choose a repository determined by your
instructor and click Open to connect to the repository.
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The iGolfx training repository used in this guide includes pre-defined objects for training purposes.
Clicking any tree object with a down arrow visible will display child objects and folders.
For example, clicking Resources in the repository tree and expanding some of its sub-folders
displays several objects that model the organization resources (see the right column below).

Repository Tree:

Expanded Resources Folder:

Clicking in the repository tree does not always select the object. Depending on where you click, a
parent object might be expanded or contracted instead of selected:
1.

Clicking the text label selects the object and displays properties and relationships of the
object in the right frame.
A selected object is highlighted (the color is determined by your Administrator):

2.

Clicking near an object on its row (but not the text label) either:
• Expands or contracts the repository tree if the object has children. The clicked object
(e.g. “Sell and Produce Product”) has a light highlight or no highlight:

• Selects the object if the object has no children.
If you intend to add children to an object, make sure the object is selected – not just expanded.

©Copyright 2017 iGrafx®, LLC
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Repository Resources
One way to begin modeling your enterprise is with Resources. These include the people, machines,
locations, etc. that support and do the work within your environment. Once you have a clear
understanding and definition of the resources that provide value to your customers and stakeholders,
you can begin to describe the rest of your enterprise.
The Resources folder defines the resources available to your enterprise, including the resources used
to process work at steps within processes.
A Resource can contain sub-resources or folders, so you can describe your entire resource structure
throughout your enterprise.
Resources have both properties and relationships. We’ll begin with a discussion of resource
properties and then create some resources. Later in this document we’ll relate the resources to other
objects.

Resource Properties
Resource Type Property
All resources in the iGrafx Platform have a resource type. A new repository comes with a default set
of resource types which your repository administrator can customize for your organization.
The default resource types are below. Additional subtype resource types can be created for any of
these types:
•

•

Organization: The organizational structure of your enterprise. It includes these default
subtypes:
o

Board: A team of people, such as the Board of Directors.

o

Group: An organizational group, such as those found on an organizational chart.
For example, Sales, Marketing, Human Resources, etc.

o

Job: A job within a group. For example, a Regional Sales Account Manager.

o

Legal Entity: A legal entity, such as a subsidiary.

o

Role: A set of skills and responsibilities, such as a Salesperson.

Labor: The members of the organization who can perform work. It includes this default
subtype:
o

Person: An actual individual or person; an employee of the enterprise.

•

IT Architecture: IT systems, including hardware (such as computers, printers) or software
(such as applications or databases). It includes multiple default subtypes.

•

Equipment: Tools used, such as a template or checklist.

•

Infrastructure: Physical infrastructure such as buildings or equipment such as fax machines.
It includes multiple default subtypes.

•

Location: Actual facility locations, such as the city, country, or region of the world where a
facility resides. It includes multiple default subtypes.
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Additional Resource Properties
Organization type resources and organization subtype (Board, Group, Job, and Legal Entity)
resources have only one property -- the resource type.
Resources of other resource types such as Labor, IT Architecture, Equipment, Infrastructure,
Location and their subtype resource types (e.g. Person) have these properties:
•

•
•
•
•

Use (Number of resources). The ‘use’ of non-organization resources indicates the number
of identical resources you have of the type specified. The choices for Use are:
o

Individual: A single resource of this type. This is the same as a Pool of 1.

o

Pool: One or more identical resources.

o

Unlimited: An infinite pool or number of identical resources.

Hourly Rate. The cost per hour of the resource; based on the time that the resource is
active.
Per use cost. This is a cost that is accumulated each time the resource is used, regardless of
duration of use.
Overtime settings. Specification of overtime cost, max overtime, etc.
Availability settings. Specification of availability percentage or time away.

Resources of Organization type and subtype resource types of Organization do not have the above
properties because these resource types can’t do work during process simulations (i.e. with iGrafx
Process). They must have non-organization resources allocated to them. For example, the “Create
Brochure” activity that acquires the “Marketing” Group to perform the task can’t perform the work
unless some People (or other appropriate) resources are allocated to “Marketing”.
See the “iGrafx Process” or “iGrafx Process for Six Sigma” training guide for detailed explanations
of how to use resources for process simulation and analysis.
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Creating Organization Resources
With the appropriate license (e.g. “Business Modeler”) and item permissions, you can define
enterprise-level objects with a web browser or iGrafx Client.
The repository tree view is used to navigate and create the model objects. Depending on the
resource type of an object, child resources of that object have a limited set of possible resource
types. For example, if “Marketing” is of resource type “Organization” then children of “Marketing”
must be of type “Organization” or subtypes of “Organization”.
We will now extend a pre-defined resource structure with some new resources.

Creating Roles
You may create roles for the people in your organization. A role is a generic title for a specialty area
or set of skills that people use to perform work, while a job is a specific position in the organization
that is fulfilled by a person with a particular role. For example, “Account Manager” is a sales role to
manage certain sales accounts, while “APAC Account Manager” is a specific job that utilizes a
person in the “Account Manager” role.
To create a Role type Organization resource:
Web

Client
1.

In the repository tree, expand the
Resources folder, right-click the
Roles folder and choose New
Resource…

2.

In the Name field, type “Account
Manager”.

3.

1.

In the repository tree, click the word Roles – to highlight this
folder within the Resources folder:

You can optionally enter a
Summary description.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the repository tree.

4.

Leave Watch object checked.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Resource:

5.

Click OK.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Account Manager”.

6.

In the Resource Type drop-down, choose

7.

You can optionally enter a Summary description.

8.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create Another
unchecked.

9.

Click Finish.
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When checked, the Watch this object switch automatically notifies you when there are
modifications, approvals, and/or annotations (for diagrams) of the item being watched. In all
subsequent instructions for creating objects, leave Watch this object checked.
With a web browser, we could now assign RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, &
Informed) relationships from a person to this role (e.g. assign a person responsible for this role). We
will do so in a later section on RACI relationships.
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Creating Groups
Both roles and groups are defined in an enterprise model because most enterprises give people
multiple roles but only one job in the organizational structure. To model the ‘Organization Chart’
type groups, or departmental functional structure:
Web

Client
1.

In the repository tree, Resources folder, rightclick the iGolfx resource and choose New
Resource…

1.

In the repository tree Resources folder, click the
word iGolfx – to highlight this existing folder
within the Resources folder.

2.

In the Add Item dialog Name field, type
“Sales”.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

In the Resource Type drop-down, choose
Group (a subtype of Organization).

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Resource.

4.

Click Continue.

4.

Enter a Summary if desired for this and
subsequent resources created.

5.

In the Name field, type “Sales”.

5.

Leave Watch object checked.

6.

6.

Click Add.

In the Resource Type drop-down, choose
.

7.

Leave the Add Item dialog displayed with the
Sales resource highlighted in the repository
tree.

7.

Enter a Summary if desired for this and subsequent
resource created.

8.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create
Another unchecked.
Click Finish.

8.

In the Name field, type “Field Sales”, click
Add, and leave the Add Item dialog displayed.

9.

9.

In the Name field, type “Inside Sales”, click
Add, and leave the Add Item dialog displayed.

10. In the repository tree, the new Sales resource is
highlighted.

10. In the repository tree, click Field Sales.
11. In the Name field, type “APAC” and click OK.

11. Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.
12. Click the Select drop-down and choose Resource.
13. Click Continue.
14. In the Name field, type “Field Sales”.
15. In the Resource Type drop-down, choose
16. Enter a Summary if desired for this and subsequent
resource created.
17. Check Create Another and leave Watch this object
checked.
18. Click Finish.
19. Type “Inside Sales” for Name.
20. Uncheck Create Another and click Finish.
21. In the repository tree, click the word Field Sales
so that it’s highlighted.
22. Add a child Group Resource named “APAC”
under Field Sales.
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The Sales portion of your Resources folder should look like this:

Note for Administrators: Resources of type Group created within the Resources folder are separate
from Groups created by an Administrator in the Repository Configuration area.

Creating Jobs
Jobs are different from organizations or roles, because they are the specific jobs within an
organization that a role may fulfill. Please remember that you can assign any meaning you want to
organization, role, job, etc.; we are suggesting a best-practice interpretation.
Let’s now further define these organizational departments by adding jobs to them:

Web

Client
1.

In the repository tree, right-click the APAC group
and choose New Resource…

2.

1.

In the Add Item dialog Name field, type “APAC
Account Manager”.

In the repository tree Resources folder, click the
click the word APAC – to highlight this Group
Resource you just created above.

2.

In the Resource Type drop-down, choose Job (a
subtype of Organization).

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Resource.

4.

Leave Watch object checked.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

Click OK.

5.

6.

Now move the new Job underneath the APAC group
by dragging-and-dropping it there.

In the Name field, type “APAC Account
Manager”.

6.

In the Resource Type drop-down, choose

7.

Enter a Summary if desired for this and subsequent
resource created.

8.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create
Another unchecked.

9.

Click Finish.

3.

Note: To drag-and-drop an object, move your
mouse over the object, press-and-hold the left
mouse button, move your mouse (drag) to where
you want to drop, then release (drop) the left mouse
button.

The Sales portion of your Resources folder should now look like the following:
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Creating People
You may create an object in your enterprise model for each person in your enterprise. In addition,
your repository administrator can use iGrafx commands to create model resources from directory
lists (e.g. Active Directory) synchronized with the iGrafx Platform.
To create a Person object with the iGrafx graphical Client or web:
Web

Client
1.

In the repository tree, right-click Resources and
choose New Folder…

1.

At the root of the repository tree, click the word
Resources – to highlight this root folder.

2.

In the Name field, type “People”.

2.

3.

You can optionally enter a Summary description.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

4.

Click OK.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Resource
Folder.

5.

Add a person in the organization, by rightclicking People and choosing New Resource…

4.

Click Continue.

6.

In the Add Item dialog Name field, type “Chris
Lyon”.

5.

In the Name field, type “People”.

6.

Enter a Summary if desired for this and
subsequent resources created.

7.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create
Another unchecked.

8.

Click Finish.

9.

In the repository tree, the new People folder is
highlighted.

7.

In the Resource Type drop-down, choose Person
(a subtype of Labor).

8.

Enter a Summary if desired.

9.

Leave Watch object checked.

10. Click OK.
11. With the Add Item dialog still displayed, in the
Name field, type “Barry Smith”.
12. Leave the Resource Type as Person.

10. Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

13. Enter a Summary if desired.

11. Click the Select drop-down and choose
Resource.

14. Click OK.

12. Click Continue.
13. Type “Chris Lyon” for Name.
14. In the Resource Type drop-down, choose
15. Check Create Another, leave Watch this object
checked and click Finish.
16. Type “Barry Smith” for Name.
17. Uncheck Create Another and click Finish.
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Modifying Non-Organization Resource Properties
With some Person resources added, we now want to set some properties on the new resources.
Assuming you have the appropriate license and permissions, the iGrafx Client can be used to create
many types of enterprise objects in a repository. The Client, however, can’t edit properties and
relationships of enterprise objects. That is why the Client steps below transition to the web browser.
Web

Client
1.

In the repository Resources / People folder:

1.

In the repository tree, click the text Chris
Lyon to highlight this Person Resource created
above.

2.

In the right frame, choose the Settings page.

3.

Change the Hourly Rate from “0.0” to “50”
(do not enter the “$” symbol).

b) In the Item Properties dialog, click View Item
Properties…

4.

In the repository tree, click the text Barry
Smith to highlight this Person.

Continue with the Web instructions in the rightcolumn, Step 2.

5.

Change the Hourly Rate for “0.0” to “25”.

6.

Click outside the edit box to save the edit.

a)

Double-click “Chris Lyon”.

a)

Right-click “Chris Lyon” and choose
Properties.

or

2.
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Creating Additional Resources
We have created some organization and people resources. You may also create IT Architecture,
Equipment, Infrastructure, and Location resources. As an example, we will create one of these types
of resources and define its relationships to other resources.
Your administrator can create custom, child resource types of the top-level resource types such as IT
Architecture.

IT Architecture Resources
IT Architecture resources define the Hardware and Software for the enterprise.
By default, in a new model, there are definitions for the types of hardware and software used in the
enterprise:
•

Hardware: The computers, servers, network components, etc.

•

Software: The applications, databases, and operating systems.

Creating an IT Architecture Resource
We will now create an IT Architecture resource named CHP03, the Siebel Production computer
server in our enterprise:

Web

Client
1.

In the repository tree under the Resources
folder, right-click Servers and choose New
Resource…

1.

In the repository tree, expand the Resources folder
and click the word Servers to highlight this
repository folder.

2.

In the Add Item dialog Name field, type
“CHP03”.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

In the Resource Type drop-down, choose
Server (a subtype of IT Architecture /
Hardware).

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Resource.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “CHP03”.

6.

In the Resource Type drop-down, choose
(a subtype of IT Architecture / Hardware).

7.

In the Summary field, type “Siebel Production
Server”.

8.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create
Another unchecked.

9.

Click Finish.

4.

For the Summary, type “Siebel Production
Server”.

5.

Leave Watch object checked.

6.

Click OK.

We created a single IT Architecture object. In the same manner, other pre-existing IT Architecture
objects were added to this repository.
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Location, Infrastructure, and Equipment Resources
The Location, Infrastructure, and Equipment resource types (and their subtypes) can be used to
further define the non-IT physical characteristics and tools of your enterprise.
These resource types can be used to model in the following elements:
•

Location: The cities, countries, and even geographic or political regions of the world that
your enterprise exists in.

•

Infrastructure: The buildings (including rooms), and office equipment (such as fax
machines) that your enterprise uses.

•

Equipment: The machinery or material you use in creating work.
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External Agents
Now that we have described the resource structure internal to our enterprise, including resources
that perform work, we can turn our attention to factors external to the enterprise. We can do so by
describing External Agents. External Agents are the components or systems that you interact with
that exist in enterprises outside of your enterprise. External agents can include your customers,
financial institutions (banks) that you use, suppliers, and others outside your enterprise.

Creating External Agents
Creating External Agents is similar to creating other account model objects. We will create an
external agent for our Financial Institution.
To create an External Agent:

Web

Client
1.

In the repository tree, right-click the External
Agents folder, and choose New External Agent…

2.

In the Name field, type “Financial Institution”.

3.

You can optionally enter a Summary description.

4.

Leave Watch object checked.

5.

Click OK.

1.

In the repository tree, click the text External
Agents to highlight this root folder:

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose External
Agent.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Financial Institution”.

6.

Enter a Summary if desired.

7.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create
Another unchecked.

8.

Click Finish.

An External Agent may have relationships with Work Products. We will detail this later, after we
have covered Processes and Work Products.
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Processes
The processes that your enterprise uses are a key differentiator in your overall success, and are the
sets of value-creating activity, from start to end, that allow you to serve your customers.
With the iGrafx Platform, you can create hierarchical process `landscapes' or `architectures' that
describe your enterprise processes at varying levels of abstraction. You can define your ‘Process
Architecture’ or ‘Process Landscape’ within the Processes folder in a repository. For example, you
can define processes at a reference, operational, and/or support level. These levels are broadly
defined as:
•

Reference: Process best practices, captured in a generic or industry-accepted framework.
iGrafx has Accelerators available, mentioned below, which provide `best practice'
frameworks to guide development of process landscapes and perform gap analysis.

•

Operational: The actual processes and activities (individual steps of the process) in use by
your enterprise.

•

Supporting: The processes that support your operational processes; often implemented in
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software. SAP process landscape objects
synchronized from SAP Solution Manager are an example of supporting landscape objects.
iGrafx can provide separate training material regarding the synchronization of SAP
Solution Manager and iGrafx.

Compliance can be achieved by having operational processes support key elements in the reference
landscape, and gap analysis can identify where supporting relationships are absent. Similarly,
automation supports key operational processes, and gap analysis can both define where automation
may be needed, or where existing automation is unused. In summary, the Reference landscape is
supported by the Operational landscape, which in turn is supported by the Supporting landscape:

iGrafx provides a methodology for implementing and relating the various process landscapes
together, using a combination of automatic relationships created when diagramming, and by
manually creating relationships between landscape objects. We will cover these concepts later.
The process architecture primarily defines the abstract functional description of processes, though it
can describe cross-functional ‘value chains’ as well. The diagrams created with the Client are often
used to describe both cross-functional as well as functional processes.
The process diagrams created in the iGrafx graphical Clients and web browser are a visual
representation of the process landscape/architecture, and can use a ‘Describes’ relationship to refer
to an element of the process architecture and thus the data from the enterprise model. The
‘Describes’ relationship has advantages for understanding re-use of process architecture, and
creating automatic supporting relationships between process landscape objects. We will cover the
‘Describes’ relationship later. In this topic we focus on creating functional processes in a repository.
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Process Accelerators
iGrafx has ‘Accelerators’ available that provide best practice reference frameworks to guide process
improvement efforts of process owners and architects. The accelerators available include:
o

PCF (The APQC Process Classification FrameworkSM)

o

BPTF (The Value Chain Group’s Business Process Transformation Framework).

These accelerators come with predefined content for use with the iGrafx Platform and visible in the
Processes folder of your repository. For example, the following picture shows some of the Cross
Industry PCF objects that are installed from PCF Accelerator:

Each process element in the PCF is referred to by two numbers: A number used to locate the content
within that particular framework, and a serial number used to uniquely identify the process element
across all of the various frameworks, beginning with 10000.
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Creating “Operational” Process Architecture
We will briefly cover operational process landscape creation in the repository. We will return to the
topic of Processes later when we discuss processes in the context of diagrams created by the process
authors using the other iGrafx graphical Clients (e.g. FlowCharter).

Creating a Process
To create a process enterprise object:
Web

Client
1.

In the repository tree, right-click the Processes
folder, choose New Process, and name it
“Advertise Product”.

2.

Type a Summary for the “Advertise Product”
process, such as: “Define advertising campaign,
Participate in Conferences, and Visit
Customers.”

3.

Leave Watch object checked.

4.

Click Add.

5.

Name the next process “Manage Innovation”.

6.

Type a Summary “This is high-level strategic
process for nurturing innovation within the
organization.”

7.

Click OK.

1.

In the repository tree, click the word Processes
to highlight this root folder:

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Process.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Advertise Product”.

6.

In the Summary field, type “Define advertising
campaign, Participate in Conferences, and Visit
Customers”.

7.

Check Create Another and Watch this object.

8.

Click Finish.

9.

In the Name field, type “Manage Innovation”.

10. In the Summary field, type “This is high-level
strategic process for nurturing innovation within
the organization.”
11. Uncheck Create Another
12. Click Finish.

Later, we will create several additional, hierarchical process objects by drag and dropping shapes
from a diagram to the repository tree.
Note: Child objects of Process objects can be either Process or Activity objects. The Activity object
is sometimes used to display the lowest level objects in the process architecture. Generally,
however, we suggest using only Process objects in the architecture hierarchy. This is because you
can’t add a child Process to an Activity and you can’t convert an Activity to a Process. So if you
want to add more Process hierarchy under an Activity, you would need to delete the Activity and
replace it with a new Process.
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Requirements
A requirement details a necessary quality or performance demanded of your enterprise, or some
portion of the enterprise. Your enterprise model can include business, financial, technical, and other
kinds of requirements for how your enterprise operates. For example, review and improvement of
processes may be a requirement of ISO 9001 certification.

Types of Requirements
A requirement can serve different enterprise modeling objectives, depending upon what type of
requirement you specify. iGrafx pre-defines types of requirements that may be chosen. While some
types may have common use in businesses or fields of study, the meaning is left open to you on how
you would like to use the type.
A suggested meaning of the type is included in the list of types below:
•

Business: A generic business requirement, to help ensure the business or enterprise is
running smoothly. Often used instead of a more specific type below. The default type.

•

Financial: A monetary or financial performance restriction.

•

Governance/Compliance: Related to laws or regulations, which include those external to
the enterprise.

•

Performance: Related to the non-financial performance of the enterprise.

•

Personal: Related to a person or people resource.

•

Product: Related to the end products or services produced by the enterprise.

•

Risk: Related to mitigating risks.

•

Technical: Related to a particular need of what a product or service should be or do.

IT Service Management (ITSM) Requirements Example
Let’s consider business requirements for IT Service Management (ITSM) within an enterprise. The
requirements may come from various standards, including ITIL, COBIT, or ISO 20000. Each of
these standards may define an underlying requirement in different ways. For example, the following
requirements are all similar to each other:
•

ITIL: 5.6.5 SS Incident Management

•

COBIT: DS8.5 Trend Analysis

•

ISO 20000: 8.2.15 Major incidents shall be classified and managed according to a process.

So a single requirement could be created to cover the core concern in each of these standards, or you
could define requirements for each of the standards and show how they are satisfied. In addition,
these requirements could be controlled using a single Control (see a later section for more on this
object).
iGrafx has process accelerators available for enterprise modeling. This enables enterprises to reduce
the cost of implementing multiple standards by reusing processes and controls.
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Creating Requirements
We will now create requirements in our model internal to our enterprise and also from the external
regulatory influence of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews (R&A). The R&A is the
ruling authority of golf everywhere except the United States and Mexico.
We will now create a folder and a requirement to meet R&A regulations:

Web

Client
1.

Right-click the Requirements folder and choose
New Folder, and name it by typing “Royal &
Ancient” in the Name field in the dialog box.

2.

(Optional) Type a Summary for the folder such
as “The Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St
Andrews (R&A). The R&A is the ruling
authority of golf everywhere except the United
States and Mexico.”

3.

Leave Watch object checked.

4.

Click OK.

5.

Add a new Requirement, by right-clicking the
Royal & Ancient folder, and choosing New
Requirement…

1.

In the repository tree, click the word
Requirements to highlight this root folder:

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose
Requirement Folder.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Royal & Ancient”.

6.

(Optional) In the Summary field, type “The
Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews
(R&A). The R&A is the ruling authority of golf
everywhere except the United States and
Mexico.”

6.

Name the new Requirement “R&A Driver
(Wood) Physical Regulations.”

7.

(Optional) Type a Summary for the requirement
such as “Specify physical characteristics for
woods from the R&A.”

7.

8.

Set the Requirement Type to Governance /
Compliance.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create
Another unchecked.

8.

Click Finish.

Click OK.

9.

In the repository tree, click the word Royal &
Ancient – to highlight the folder you just
created.

9.

10. Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.
11. Click the Select drop-down and choose
Requirement.
12. Click Continue.
13. In the Name field, type “R&A Driver (Wood)
Physical Regulations”.
14. Set the Requirement Type to
Governance / Compliance.
15. (Optional) In the Summary field, type “Specify
physical characteristics for woods from the
R&A.”
16. Leave Watch this object checked and Create
Another unchecked.
17. Click Finish.
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Detailing (Decomposing) a Requirement
We can now add further detail to, or ‘decompose’ the R&A Driver (Wood) Physical Regulations
requirement:

Web

Client
1.

Right-click on the R&A Driver (Wood)
Physical Regulations Requirement and
choose New Requirement.

1.

In the repository tree, click the text R&A Driver (Wood)
Physical Regulations to highlight the Requirement you
created above.

2.

Name the new Requirement “R&A
Wood C.O.R. (Trampoline)”. This is the
requirement specific to how much
‘trampoline effect’ a wood (driver) has.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the repository
tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Requirement.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “R&A Wood C.O.R.
(Trampoline)”.

6.

Set the Requirement Type to
Governance / Compliance.

7.

(Optional) In the Summary field, type “The COR or
Coefficient of Restitution (trampoline effect) is a
measurement of the efficiency of the transfer of energy
from the club head to the ball.”

8.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create Another
unchecked.

9.

Click Finish.

3.

(Optional) Type a Summary such as
“The COR or Coefficient of Restitution
(trampoline effect) is a measurement of
the efficiency of the transfer of energy
from the club head to the ball.”

4.

Set the Type of requirement to
Governance / Compliance.

5.

Leave Watch object checked.

6.

Click OK.

Your Requirements enterprise objects folder should now look like this:

Note: We could now create a similar structure for the United States Golf Association (USGA), by
repeating steps above and using USGA wherever R&A occurred.
Later we will create relationships between Requirements and other types of enterprise objects.
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Business Strategy
Performance management looks at the performance of your enterprise by focusing on strategies,
goals, and measurements. One method to manage these areas is to apply an EA framework such as
TOGAF or Zachman. Another method, one used in many enterprises, is to use the Balanced
Scorecard.

The Balanced Scorecard Model
The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is a performance measurement framework, initially publicized by
Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton in the early 1990’s in the Harvard Business Review and in
their book The Balanced Scorecard. The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) framework has since been
modified, and one variant is ‘Third Generation’ (3G) Balanced Scorecard.
The BSC is one method for modeling an enterprise that you may use with iGrafx applications. You
are not required to use the BSC Model, though the iGrafx Platform is ideally suited for using it.
The BSC can be defined by the following areas:
1.

Strategies: What are the ‘long-term’ (e.g. 3-5 year) strategic goals or objectives that we’re
reaching for? These Strategic destinations, or Strategies, are defined by the following:
a.

Financial & Stakeholder expectations. For example, growth in revenues,
management of costs, profit or value returned to stakeholders.

b.

Customer & External relationships. These include quality, cost, timeliness, and
other factors.

c.

Processes & Activities. The process definition should start at high-level Value
Chains; chains of steps that create value for the stakeholders.

d.

Learning & Growth (or ‘Organization & Culture’ in 3G BSC models). The
internal intangible assets, skills, and capabilities of the enterprise.

2.

Goals: The target values selected to quantify and direct strategic objectives.

3.

Measurements: iGrafx uses Performance Indicator objects to measure and monitor
progress towards strategic objectives.

As part of implementing and managing the BSC, there will be risks to successful achievement of the
strategic goals. Those risks can come from various areas, including influences beyond what the
enterprise controls, such as the economic conditions and regulatory requirements the enterprise
operates within.
In addition to enterprise risks, we need to ensure that there are controls in place to monitor
compliance with various factors.
All of these areas of enterprise modeling, and more, can be modeled with iGrafx.
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Strategies
A strategy is a long term, well thought out plan of action designed to achieve a particular end result.
As outlined in the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) above, strategies in an enterprise are the long-term
strategic goals or objectives that your enterprise is reaching for. The BSC defines specific strategic
areas that we can define, and we will use these as our guide in creating our strategies for iGolfx.

Creating Strategies
We are going to create high-level strategic areas based on the Balanced Scorecard, and then further
define the sub-strategies, goals, and later view Performance Indicators which measure our success
towards accomplishing those strategic objectives. In particular, we’ll define a strategy focused on
satisfying customers.
To create strategies:

Web

Client
1.

Right-click on the Strategies folder and choose
New Strategy...

1.

In the repository tree, click the word Strategies
to highlight this root folder.

2.

Name the strategy “Customer”.

2.

3.

Leave Watch object checked.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

4.

Click Add.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Strategy.

5.

Repeat steps 2 and 3 to create “Financial”,
“Learning and Growth”, and “Processes”
strategies at the root of the Strategies folder and
then click Cancel.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Customer”.

6.

Leave Watch this object checked and check
Create Another.

7.

Click Finish.

8.

Repeat steps 5 through 7 to create “Financial,
“Learning and Growth”, and “Processes”
strategies as children of the Strategies folder.

9.

Click anywhere outside the dialog box to exit.

6.

Right-click on the Customer strategy, and
choose New Strategy... This creates a new substrategy under Customer.

7.

Name the new strategy “Satisfy Customers”.

8.

(Optional) Type a Summary such as “Satisfying
customers is a key strategy to increased market
share, including repeat business and word-ofmouth advertising.”

9.

Click OK.

Your Strategies folder should now look like the
following:

10. Click the word Customer – to highlight the
strategy you created above.
11. Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.
12. Click the Select drop-down and choose Strategy.
13. Click Continue.
14. In the Name field, type “Satisfy Customers”.
15. (Optional) In the Summary field, type
“Satisfying customers is a key strategy to
increased market share, including repeat
business and word-of-mouth advertising.”
16. Leave Watch this object checked and uncheck
Create Another.
17. Click Finish.
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Goals
Goals are further refinements of a strategy, as they define a concrete activity which an enterprise
intends to achieve to meet strategic objectives. For example, an enterprise might have production,
safety, or economic goals. In particular, a successful business can increase profits by making the
best quality of goods or services available to the customer, at the best cost.
So now that we have defined some strategies and sub-strategies, we can further clarify our strategies
with goals. We will define a goal to “Raise product quality”.

Creating Goals
To create goals:

Web

Client
1.

Right-click the Satisfy Customers strategy, and
choose New Goal…

2.

Name the new goal “Raise Product Quality”.

3.

(Optional) Type a Summary such as “Set
specific goals around raising product quality
in key process areas.”

4.
5.

1.

In the repository tree, click the text Satisfy
Customers to highlight a Strategy you created
above.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Goal.

Leave Watch object checked.

4.

Click Continue.

Click OK.

5.

In the Name field, type “Raise Product
Quality”.

6.

(Optional) In the Summary Field, type “Set
specific goals around raising product quality in
key process areas.”

7.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create
Another unchecked.

8.

Click Finish.

Your “Strategies” folder now has a Goal:
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Performance Management
Performance Management allows you to document, understand, improve, and control the various
measurements that influence the success of your enterprise. This is done through focus on strategies
and goals of the enterprise. Performance Management presents graphical dashboards and scorecards
to focus meaningful measurements where it’s most important for your business. iGrafx Performance
Management collects and collates enterprise data, turns the data into valuable information.
Performance Management ensures that:
•

Real-time measurements are displayed through dashboards, scorecards, or reports

•

Related measurements are consolidated, and poor performance is highlighted

•

Performance information is targeted, and restricted to, the correct people

•

Process improvements based on performance measures can be made early and accurately

•

Measurements are derived from the enterprise repository and linked to enterprise processes

Review the Performance Management Training Guide for additional information on how to create
and use Performance Indicators.

Performance Indicators
Performance Indicators (PIs) can measure any enterprise object in the repository, and are a way to
track the quality, effectiveness, or other measurable aspects of enterprise activities. The
Performance Indicators can be used in the iGrafx graphical Client tools, so diagram authors can
associate performance directly related to a process. The measurements captured can be tracked
through history, and a ‘real-time’ display of enterprise measures can be displayed in a dashboard or
scorecard environment.
More specifically, a Performance Indicator can report the value of any quantifiable point in an
enterprise model, and can record and report measurable characteristics of any diagram shape or
enterprise object. The Performance Indicator is the method to obtain measurements, so that they
may be visualized; e.g. through gadgets used in dashboards.
In general, however, you want to measure your enterprise in the context of the Strategies and Goals
of the enterprise. You can do so by defining Strategic Business Objectives (SBOs) and Critical
Success Factors (CSFs), and then implementing PIs to measure performance against the strategic
goals; e.g. use Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Process Performance Indicators (PPIs).
So, within the context of strategic goals, and the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) and/or LEADing
Practice model, we want to measure how well we are doing in meeting our Strategies and Goals. A
Measurement, implemented by a Performance Indicator, is a method to quantify a particular Goal so
that quantitative and qualitative analysis can be performed.
A specific Performance Indicator (PI) is a unique measured value, or set of values, for a particular
object. An individual PI can be captured and evaluated against a ‘Rollup’ Performance Indicator.
You may inspect all of the Measurements ‘rolled up’ within a ‘Rollup’ Performance Indicator. If PIs
are defined (Measurements are taken) in a consistent fashion, it is possible to obtain meaningful
comparisons of the various measurements rolled up.
We will now create a Rollup type PI, with the intent to create specific measures elsewhere to be
rolled up under a certain Goal.
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Mapping of Performance Management terms to iGrafx enterprise
object types
In this Performance Management chapter, the following terms and concepts are referred to. When
modeling the below concepts, iGrafx suggests the following enterprise object types to use. Some of
the suggestions are obvious (e.g. use a Strategy Object for modeling Strategic Business Objectives)
while other mappings are less evident.
Performance Management Term
or Concept

iGrafx Model Object

Strategic Business Objective (SBO)

Strategy

Critical Success Factor (CSF)
Key Performance Indicator (KPI)

Goal
• Goal or
• Performance Indicator of type
“Key Performance Indicator”

Performance Indicator

Performance Indicator of any desired type

Operational Performance Indicator

Performance Indicator of type
“Operational Performance Indicator (O-KPI)”

Strategic Performance Indicator

Performance Indicator of type
“Strategic Performance Indicator (S-KPI)”

Tactical Performance Indicator

Performance Indicator of type
“Tactical Performance Indicator (T-KPI)”

Measurement

Performance Indicator of type “Measurement”

Process Performance Indicator

Performance Indicator of type
“Process Performance Indicator (PPI)”

Service Performance Indicator

Performance Indicator of type
“Service Performance Indicator (SPI)”
• Risk or
• Risk Instance or
• Performance Indicator of type “Risk”

Performance Risk
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Performance Indicator Settings
The Settings in a Performance Indicator (PI) controls how data is measured, and thus how reports
are generated on the measurements that are based on the PI. In particular, the Settings on the (PI)
control its type, what type of data is measured, and so on. We’ll now review the PI Settings page.

Performance Indicator Type
The ‘Type’ of the PI indicates how this measurement relates to its intended use by the enterprise.
The types of PIs are:
•

Key Performance Indicator (KPI) – The Key Performance Indicator, and its three specific
subtypes, provide a way to measure and track business-focused goals related to the quality,
effectiveness, or other measurable aspects of organizational activities.
o

Strategic Performance Indicator (S-KPI) – This type of performance indicator is
useful for tracking strategic activities such as planning, budgets, forecasts, and
value management.

o

Tactical Key Performance Indicator (T-KPI) – This type can be used to track
tactical activities such as governance, administration, performance
management/monitoring, evaluations, audits, and risk management.

o

Operational Key Performance Indicator (O-KPI) – Used to track operational
activities such as execution, delivery, operational planning, etc.

•

Process Performance Indicator (PPI) – This type is used to track metrics resulting from
specific processes.

•

Service Performance Indicator (SPI) – This type is used to track the results of specific
services.

•

Measurement – This is the most generic type of performance indicator; used for tracking
activities that don't fit the categories of the more specifically-oriented types above.

Type of Data
This field specifies the type of data values that the PI is measuring. A single PI may define that it
has all of the types of data, and each set of data will be retained for each of the types; only one type
may be active or chosen at a given time. The types are:
•

Time-based (Numeric) – A set of date/time and number value pairs.

•

Time-based (Text) – Time-based content for a text-based result report. Note that nonnumeric data cannot be charted.

•

Category-based – Numerical data corresponding to categories that you define.

•

Rollup – Combines, or rolls up, multiple child performance indicators in the object tree
hierarchy into a single, aggregated performance indicator. Note that to work together in a
rollup, the child performance indicators must all use the same unit of measurement. See the
Help on Creating Rollup Performance Indicators for more information on this type of data.

Unit
The unit of measurement used for the performance indicator, such as percentage, currency unit, etc.
You can use any value that you want for Unit. You will use percent for this PI:
Note: To work together in a rollup PI, any child performance indicators must all use the same unit of
measurement.
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Rating System
The system for setting limits on the measurement. iGrafx uses colors to indicate preferred values
with Green denoting good performance and Red denoting rotten performance. The colors used thus
correspond to a ‘traffic light:’ Green, Amber (Yellow), and Red. The scale can be setup to use one
of the following:
•

Higher values are better. This can be Red, Amber, Green (RAG) or Red, Green (RG).

•

Lower values are better. This can be Green, Amber, Red (GAR) or Green, Red (GR).

•

A Target condition is better, and higher/lower than the target is not desired (RAGAR).

Limits
If you choose a rating system that needs Limits (e.g. RAG), the Limits section of Settings appears.
Limits allow you to set a range of low and high indicator values for the current PI.
You may optionally assign a time range when those values are in effect. Specifying a date range for
limits allows you to change those limits over time, while still keeping earlier limit settings in the
historical data for the performance indicator.

Target
The value for a PI. You may optionally assign a time range when the target is in effect.

Weighting
A relative weighting of this performance indicator, as compared to other performance indicators in
the enterprise object hierarchy.
The weighting is used in performance indicator aggregation. Performance indicators with a
Weighting setting of “None” are interpreted as informative, are excluded from aggregation, and
have a traffic light rating indicator that appears gray. See the Help topic “Performance Indicator
Aggregation” for more information.

Preempt other performance indicators
When enabled, this setting causes any rating value that is not green to preempt any other rating
aggregation value.

Create a Rollup Process Performance Indicator
We will now proceed to define a Rollup type Performance Indicator that can be used to capture
measurements of how well we are meeting the goal of raising product quality on certain processes.
Performance Indicators can only be created via web browser – not iGrafx graphical Clients.
1.

In the repository tree, under Strategies / Customer / Satisfy Customers, click the text Raise
Product Quality to highlight the Goal created earlier.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Performance Indicator.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Increase Quality Score to 99%”.

6.

Leave Watch this object checked.

7.

Click on the Performance Indicator Type drop-down menu and choose Process
Performance Indicator (PPI).

8.

Leave Create Another unchecked.

9. Click Finish.
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10. With the new Performance Indicator highlighted in the repository tree, click the Settings
tab.

11. Click on the Type of Data drop-down menu and choose Rollup.

12. Type “%” for the Unit.
13. Click on the Rating System drop-down menu and choose RAG.

14. If not already chosen, click on the Weighting drop-down menu and choose Medium.

15. Click (check) the Preempt other performance indicators option.

16. Type “90” for the Low Limit, and “99” for the High Limit, and then click the Add button.

Note: You can't edit existing limits; you can delete them and add new ones.
17. Type “99.99967” for the Target, and click the Add button.
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Create a Time-Based (Numeric) Process Performance Indicator
Performance Indicators (PIs) can measure any enterprise object in the repository, and are a way to
track the quality, effectiveness, or other measurable aspects of enterprise activities.
What we did earlier, in creating a Rollup type PI that will aggregate various PPIs that we place on
Processes, is setup the structure to coordinate measurements across various objects. We previously
created a Rollup type Performance Indicator, where we can collect various PIs in the context of the
enterprise’s Strategies and Goals. What we will now do is create a Process Performance Indicator
(PPI) on a specific Process which will be aggregated to our Rollup PI.
To add a Performance Indicator to an object (e.g. a Process) in the repository, you create the
Performance Indicator as a child object to the object being measured:
1.

In the repository tree, under Processes / Sell and Produce Product / Produce Product, click
the text Manufacture Good to highlight the Process object.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Performance Indicator.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Increase Quality Score to 99%”.

6.

Leave Watch this object checked.

7.

Click on the Performance Indicator Type drop-down menu and choose Process
Performance Indicator (PPI).
Note that because the Performance Indicator is created as a child object of Manufacture
Good, a Measures relationship is automatically created from the Performance Indicator to
Manufacture Good.

8.

Leave Create Another unchecked.

9.

Click Finish.

10. With the new Performance Indicator highlighted in the repository tree, click the Settings
tab and specify these settings:
1. Type of Data: Time-based (Numeric)
2. Unit: “%”
3. Rating System: RAG
4. Weighting: Medium
5. Preempt other performance indicators: Off
6. Low Limit: 90, High Limit: 99, Target: 99.99967
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Performance Indicator Data
The data associated with a Performance Indicator (PI) provides the values that the PI is designed to
measure.
A “PRC Designer” license is required to create (and view) PI Data. A “PRC” license is
required to view PI Data Points.
With a “PRC Designer” license, you can enter data points manually, or they may be loaded
programmatically from external data sources through an Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL)
process. If you have a “PRC Designer” license, follow these steps to add data:
1.

Click the Data tab for the Performance Indicator you just created.

2.

Enter these suggested data values for the PI:

3.

4.

a.

Click the Date field and choose a date one week ago.

b.

Click the Value field, and enter “95.5”.

c.

Click the Add Data Point button.

Repeat the above steps to add these data points. You are adding enough data to build an
example chart:
Enter the date for
2 weeks ago

95

3 weeks ago

94.7

4 weeks ago

94

5 weeks ago

94.5

6 weeks ago

94.5

7 weeks ago

94

For example, your data may now look like the following:
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Performance Indicator Chart
If data is added for a PI then the Chart tab of the PI automatically graphs the data points from the
Data tab for performance indicators using time-based, category-based, and rollup data.
You need a “PRC” or “PRC Designer” license to view the Chart tab.
If you have a “PRC Designer” license you can customize the display of your charts. See the
Performance Management Training Guide for chart editing details.
1.

Click the Chart tab for the PI:

Chart Features
With a “PRC Designer” or “PRC” license, some or all of the following Chart features are available:
•

Change date ranges using the date sliders at the bottom, or typing date values directly in the
upper-right ‘From’ and ‘To’ fields.

•

Click the ‘Zoom’ buttons (above the chart and left) to quickly change the scale of the Chart
to points within a year, or all data.

•

Hover (mouse) over data points for more information, including exact values.

•

Turn display of data sets on and off by clicking the PI name at the top-center of the chart.
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Create a Second Process Performance Indicator
We will now create a second Process Performance Indicator (PPI), so that we can ‘roll up’ the two
PIs we’ve created to the Rollup type PI we created earlier.
1.

In the repository tree, under Processes / Sell and Produce Product / Produce Product, click
the text Package Product to highlight the Process object.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Performance Indicator.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

Give the new PPI the same name as the earlier PPI: “Increase Quality Score to 99%”.

6.

Leave Watch this object checked.

7.

Click on the Performance Indicator Type drop-down menu and choose Process
Performance Indicator (PPI).
Note that because the Performance Indicator is created as a child object of Package
Product, a Measures relationship is automatically created from the Performance Indicator
to Package Product.

8.

Leave Create Another unchecked.

9.

Click Finish.

10. Enter the same Settings as before:
1. Type of Data: Time-based (Numeric)
2. Unit: “%”
3. Rating System: RAG
4. Weighting: Medium
5. Preempt other performance indicators: Off
6. Low Limit: 90, High Limit: 99, Target: 99.99967
11. In the Data tab add these data points:
1 week ago

95

2 weeks ago

94.7

3 weeks ag

93

4 weeks ago

92

5 weeks ago

92.5

6 weeks ago

91

7 weeks ago

89
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Rolling up Performance Indicators
This section requires a “PRC Designer” license.
Now that we have data in Performance Indicators (measurements) that are tracked in a consistent
way, we can roll up those PIs into the “Rollup” type PI we created earlier. To do so:
1.

Click on the text Increase Quality Score to 99% to highlight the Rollup PI that we created
under the “Raise Product Quality” Goal:

2.

Click the Data tab
A message is displayed informing you that this PI needs other PIs to roll up:

3.

Click the ADD button.

4.

In the Choose Objects dialog, click the Show Tree switch to display the repository tree.

5.

Expand the Processes folder and select the two PIs created earlier as shown below:

6.

Click CONFIRM SELECTION.
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7.

8.

Change the Aggregation Method, Period, and Child Aggregation as desired. The possible
values are:
•

Aggregation Method: Determines how the aggregated data from each child is
aggregated into the rollup performance indicator.

•

Period: Determines how much of the time covered by the child performance
indicators will appear in the rollup. For whichever time duration you select, the
rollup will use data from the most recent and previous increments.

•

Child Aggregation: Determines how the data within each child performance
indicator is aggregated internally before being aggregated again into the rollup as
specified by Aggregation Method setting.

Click the Chart tab to see the chart of the aggregated data.

Visualizing Performance
Measurements captured by Performance Indicators, including Rollup type PIs, may be visualized
and reported on in the iGrafx Platform Dashboard and Reporting areas.
With a “PRC Designer” license, in the Dashboard area, you can add Performance Trees, Charts, and
Tables showing performance data. See the Performance Management Training Guide for more
information.
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Risk Management
Every enterprise faces a variety of risks from both external and internal sources that must be
assessed and managed. Risks may come from many sources including operational, financial,
strategic, and other areas. Risk management is a structured approach to managing uncertainty, or
risks. Risks are modeled to mitigate threats to enterprise success. By identifying and proactively
addressing risks, business enterprises protect and create value for their stakeholders. This is
sometimes known as Enterprise Risk Management.
There are multiple Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) initiatives and frameworks, and also
Enterprise Management Frameworks (EMF) that include Risk Management as part of their
structure. For example, the ERM Framework from the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of
the Treadway Commission (COSO) includes areas concerned with risk assessment, response,
control, monitoring, and communication. The Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor
Protection Act, also known as the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX or SarbOx) Act provided motivation for
enterprises in the USA and elsewhere to control risks through implementing internal controls.
The iGrafx Platform enables Risk Management with enterprise risk objects, risk properties and risk
relationships. Organizations use iGrafx to model their current risk levels and develop controls
(Control objects) to lessen and mitigate risk. The As Is and To Be risk scenarios can be visualized
with reports and diagrams showing risk status.
The repository Risk Catalog folder contains Risks and Risk Instances. After identifying a Risk and
defining a Risk object in the Risk Catalog, an organization evaluates the potential Risk across the
organization. For any given Risk, a Risk Instance allows risk values (Data Points) to vary for each
relationship between a Risk and another element of the enterprise model.
A “PRC Designer” license is required to create (and view) Risk and Risk Instance Data Points.
A “PRC” license is required to view Risk and Risk Instance Data Points.
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Risk and Risk Instance Objects
The repository Risk Catalog contains Risks and Risk Instances. Both objects allow you to define
risks to the enterprise that may then be monitored.
While Risk objects are only defined in the Risk Catalog, Risk Instances are located anywhere in the
enterprise object model.
Risk and Risk Instance objects can have current, historical, and predicted values to allow
quantitative and qualitative analysis. Use risk limits to visually indicate unacceptable risk levels.
Reports such as Risk Maps use color coding (e.g. Green, Amber, and Red) to highlight the risk
ranges for enhanced understanding.
The risk value represents Initial Risk. The combination of the Initial Risk and additional risk
settings determines the Inherent Risk. By relating risk objects to Controls and Control Instances, a
Residual Risk value is calculated depending on the effectiveness of the related controls.
Unlike Performance Indicators, there is no ability to “roll-up” risk data from one risk object to
another.

Create and configure a Risk
Add a Risk
Risk objects are created via web browser only. We will now define a Risk and two Risk Instances to
capture risks affecting our goal of raising product quality:
1.

In the repository tree, expand the Risk Catalog folder and then click the word Operational to
highlight this folder.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Risk.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Defective Goods Produced”.

6.

In the Summary field, type “The risk that a defective part is produced during the manufacturing
process”.

7.

Set the Risk Type drop-down to “Operational”.

8.

Leave Watch this object checked and Create Another unchecked and click Finish.

9.

Your Risk Catalog folder should now look like the following screenshot:
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Review the Risk Settings
The new Risk is configured on the Settings tab. Using the below table, review and specify settings
for the new Risk:
1.

In the repository tree, click the text Defective Goods Produced to highlight this Risk (under
the Operational folder).

2.

In the right pane, click the Settings tab and review the following settings:

Value for
Setting

“Defective Goods
Produced”

Risk Type

Operational

This was specified when the Risk was created. (Risk
Types are set by the repository administrator).

Data Type

Standard

Standard: This is the recommended data type which
restricts risk Data Point values to ‘Impact’ and
‘Likelihood’ scales that can be modified and extended
by your repository administrator.

Comments

Value: This data type allows for any number to be
entered for the Limits and Data Point values. This
type is not recommended because there is no control
on the range of possible values making it difficult to
do comparative risk reporting and analysis.
Risk Categories

Choose Operational
and Reputational

Multi-select category option for Risks (Risk
Categories can be customized by the repository
administrator)

Financial Impact
Unit

Not Set

Sets the unit for the Financial Impact field on the data
tab

Weighting

Medium

This setting can be displayed in reports and planned
for use in future features.

Overrule

Not set

This setting can be displayed in reports and planned
for use in future features.

Limits
(‘Value’ Risks)

No limits

Only displayed for “Value” Risk Data types.
The limits determine the color code displayed with
risk values
For example, if the High limit is 15 and the current
Data Point Value is 16 then the Risk tab will display a
red indicator dot.
iGrafx uses colors to indicate the desirability of a
zone within the scale. It is assumed that Green
denotes good performance and Red denotes rotten
performance. A low value is desirable. The colors
used thus correspond to a ‘traffic light:’ Green,
Amber (Yellow), and Red.

The Risk we’ve created can be associated directly to other objects in the repository. Most
organizations, however, relate the Risk object to other enterprise objects via an intermediate object
(a Risk Instance) that is configured separately for each relationship. Therefore, we created one Risk
and we’ll create a Risk Instance (two of them) for each relationship between the “Defective Goods
Produced” Risk and the Process that the Risk is quantifying.
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Create and Configure Risk Instances
Create the first of two Risk Instances:
1.

In the repository tree, under Processes / Sell and Produce Product / Produce Product, click the
text Manufacture Good to highlight the Process object.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Risk Instance.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Defective Goods Produced (Driver)”.

6.

In the Summary field, type “The risk that a defective Driver is produced during the
manufacturing process”.

7.

Leave Watch this object checked

8.

Leave the Risk Instance Type set to Instance

9.

Beneath Associate with Risk, click

10. In the Choose Object dialog search field, type “Defect” and then click Defective Goods
Produced.
11. Click
12. Check
13. Click Finish.
The “Manufacture Good” process produces two products: “Driver” and “Iron”. The risk of
producing a defective Driver is higher than the risk of producing a defective Iron because Drivers
are more complex to build. Therefore, separate Risk Instances are used to capture risk values for
each product created.
Create the second of two Risk Instances:
1.

In the Name field, type “Defective Goods Produced (Iron)”.

2.

In the Summary field, type “The risk that a defective Iron is produced during the manufacturing
process.”

3.

Leave Watch this object checked.

4.

Leave Risk Instance Type set to Instance.

5.

Leave the Associate with Risk relationship to Defective Goods Produced.

6.

Uncheck Create Another.

7.

Click Finish.
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Two relationships have been added to each Risk Instance created. One relationship is automatically
made between the Risk Instance and the parent object in the repository tree – the “Manufacture
Good” process. You manually created a relationship between the Risk Instances and a Risk in the
Risk Catalog. These relationships enable model understanding, risk analysis and risk reporting.
Confirm that that the relationships exist:
1.

In the repository tree, click the text Defective Goods Produced (Driver) to highlight the Risk
Instance.

2.

Choose the Relationships tab
You should see the two relationships shown below. The Risk For relationship is automatically
created. The Instance of Risk relationship was manually created:

3.

In the repository tree, under the Manufacture Good Process, click the text Defective Goods
Produced (Iron) to highlight it.

4.

Confirm that the same relationships shown above are displayed.

Configuring Risk Instance Settings
There are two Risk Instances to configure.
1.

In the repository tree, click the text Defective Goods Produced (Driver) to highlight the Risk
Instance that you just added.

2.

Choose the Settings tab.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

3.

Leave the Risk Instance Type set to Instance
Leave the Data Type set to Standard
Under Risk Categories, check Operational
Leave Financial Impact Unit blank
Leave Weighting set to Medium
Leave Overrule unchecked

Repeat step 2 for the Defective Goods Produced (Iron) Risk Instance. The settings are the same
for both Risk Instances.

Organizing Risk Objects
The repository Risk Catalog contains Risks and Risk Instances. In the repository tree, Risks can
have child Risks and Risk Instances. The Risk Instance cannot have child objects. In the next
section, you’ll use set Risk Instance Data Points to specify how the amount of risk varies depending
on the output of the manufacturing process.
Some organizations may have a simple risk model that requires Risk objects only. It is possible to
add Data Points to both Risks and Risk Instances.
Organizations can decide if Risk Instances are:
1. Only created outside the Risk Catalog
2. Only created inside the Risk Catalog
3. Created both inside and outside the Risk Catalog
iGrafx allows all three of the above scenarios. Some organizations allow process architects to define
Risk Instances in the Process Architecture which are later migrated to the Risk Catalog managed by
the Risk Analyst.
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Risk Instance Data
The data associated with a Risk and Risk Instance object stores current, historical, and predicted
values of the Risk Instance.
A “PRC Designer” license is required to create (and view) Risk and Risk Instance Data Points.
A “PRC” license is required to view Risk and Risk Instance Data Points.
The Cost Of Poor Quality (COPQ) can be very high, so we’ll set the impact that defective goods
(products) being produced is very high. There is a low likelihood that the “Manufacture Good”
process will create a defective Part A and a medium likelihood that the process creates a defective
Part B.
1.

In the repository tree, under Processes / Sell and Produce Product / Produce Product /
Manufacture Good, click the text Defective Goods Produced (Driver) to highlight the Risk
Instance object.

2.

Choose the Data tab.

3.

Click in the Date Field:

4.

Choose today’s date.

5.

Click the Impact drop-down and choose Very High.

6.

Click the Likelihood drop-down and choose Low.
The Value property is calculated to 10 (the product of 2 times 5).
By default, the following values are assigned to the Impact and Likelihood settings:
Value

Numeric Value

Unspecified

Not used in calculation

Very Low

1

Low

2

Medium

3

High

4

Very High

5

Your repository administrator can modify the Impact and Likelihood drop-down names and
numeric values.
7.

Leave the Appetite drop-down as Unspecified and leave the Financial Impact and Reason
empty.

8.

On the far right side of the data row, click

9.

Here is a snippet of what your screen should display:

10. Repeat steps 2 - 8 for the Defective Goods Produced (Iron) Risk Instance except the
Likelihood is Medium.
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Visualizing Risk
Risk values captured by Risks and Risk Instances may be visualized via:
1.

The Risk and Risk Instance tab. Calculations including Inherent Risk and Residual Risk are
displayed on these tabs of the Risk and Risk Instance objects.

2.

Reports in the Reporting area. This is discussed below and in the Reporting chapter.

3.

Shape Fields on Client and web diagrams. See the Client and Web Diagramming training
guides for more details on how to create shape Fields.

The Risk Instance tab (first look)
1.

In the repository tree, click the text Defective Goods Produced (Driver) to highlight the
Risk Instance.

2.

Choose the Risk Instance tab.

3.

If not displayed already, click the down arrow (circled below) in the Risk bar to display the
Risk values.

4.

To get the same view as shown below, you may need to also click Hide Categories (the
command will toggle to View Categories).

Before Controls are related to this Risk Instance, this tab displays the same values for Inherent Risk
and Residual Risk. In addition, the Inherent Risk is the same as the Initial Risk Data Point entered
on the Data tab.
We’ll return to this tab later and explain all the fields in detail.
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Risk Map
Assuming you are working with the training repository provided by iGrafx, follow these steps:
1.

At the top left corner of your platform browser display, click the hamburger icon

2.

Click the Reporting Area.

3.

Click Risk Map.

.

A report similar to the following is displayed:

The two Defective Goods Produced Risk Instances are plotted according to their Residual Risk
value (which for the moment is the same as the Inherent Risk value). The Name, Value, and color
coding of the cells is configured per repository by your administrator. Use the Matrix Cell Titles
drop-down to alter the table cell display.
If you’ve been assigned a PRC Designer, Business Architect, or SAP Architect license and you have
the necessary permissions to create objects in your repository Reports folder, then you can create a
new Risk Map following the steps below.
1.

Remain in the Reporting Area.

2.

Click Design Report.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Risk Map.

4.

The Filter field can be left blank.

5.

Click Finish.

6.

Follow the instructions in Chapter 3 to save your report definition.
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Controls
Controls ensure proper behavior of the enterprise. Controls are goal-oriented constraints that
facilitate communication and assist in fulfillment of legal obligations. Controls can demonstrate how
the organization mitigates and/or lessons enterprise risk.

Controls Overview
Controls describe the operations, definitions and constraints that apply to an enterprise in achieving
its goals.

Creating Controls
We are going to create high-level Controls. We will create a Control to ensure our drivers meet
R&A regulations and a Control to require the use of highly certified workers to mitigate the risk of
defective goods being built.

Web

Client
1.

Right-click on Controls folder, choose New
Control…

1.

In the repository tree, click the word Controls to
highlight this root folder.

2.

Name the new Control “Check Driver for
Compliance with R&A COR”.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

(Optional) Type in Summary such as “Ensure
the COR of Drivers adhere to the regulations set
by the R&A.”

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Control.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Name field, type “Check Driver for
Compliance with R&A COR”.

6.

(Optional) In the Summary field, type “Ensure
the COR of Drivers adhere to the regulations set
by the R&A.”

7.

Leave Watch this object checked.

8.

Set the Control Type drop-down to “Control”.

9.

Check Create Another.

4.

Leave Watch object checked.

5.

Click Add.

6.

Name the new Control “Workers have level 5
certification”.

7.

(Optional) Type in Summary such as “Only
workers that have obtained level 5 certification
can produce the product.”

8.

Click OK.

10. Click Finish.
11. In the Name field, type “Workers have level 5
certification”.
12. (Optional) In the Summary field, type “Only
workers that have obtained level 5 certification
can produce the product.”
13. The Control Type drop-down should still be
“Control”.
14. Uncheck Create Another.
15. Click Finish.
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In SOX terms, a Control includes an indication of who is notified of an infraction. So you could also
define a RACI relationship for who should be informed.

Control Settings
The new Controls are configured on the Control Settings tab in your browser only:
1.

In the repository tree, click the text Check Driver for Compliance with R&A COR to
highlight the Control object.

2.

In the right pane, click the Settings tab.

3.

Set the Control Rating drop-down to Partially Ineffective Control.

4.

Under Risk Categories, click Regulatory.

5.

Set the Control Keying drop-down to Non-Key.

6.

In the repository tree, click the text Workers have level 5 certification to highlight the
Control.

7.

Set the Control Rating drop-down to Largely Effective Control.

8.

Under Risk Categories, click Operational.

9.

Set the Control Keying drop-down to Key.

These settings are for example only. In a real-life model, for example, you might designate both of
these controls as Key.
Later, we’ll create relationships between these Controls and Risk Instance objects. The relationships
will mitigate the Inherit Risk Values of the Risk Instances.

Control Instances
The repository Controls folder can contain both Controls and Control Instances. In the repository
tree, Controls can have child Controls and Control Instances. A Control Instance cannot have child
objects.
Some organizations may have a simple control model that requires Control objects only. In this
training exercise, for example, you will only define Controls and not create any Control Instances.
However, in the same manner that you created Risk Instances related to Risks in the Risk Catalog,
you can also create Control Instances related to Controls in the Controls folder. This would be
appropriate, for example, if you wanted a Control in the Controls folder with related Control
Instances with varied settings depending on the object being controlled.
If Control Instances are modeled, organizations can decide if Control Instances are:
1. Only created outside the Controls folder
2. Only created inside the Controls folder
3. Created both inside and outside the Controls
iGrafx allows all three of the above scenarios. Some organizations allow process architects to define
Control Instances in the Process Architecture which are later migrated to the Controls folder
managed by the Risk or Controls Analyst.
Both Controls and Control Instances have the same range of possible values for their rating and
control weight which can be configured by an administrator.
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Work Products
Work Products are the data, information, or business objects that flow between External Agents,
Processes, and Activities. For example, a Work Product is the order for a physical product that the
enterprise produces, such as a golf club. A Work Product output object indicates the activity or
process creates or uses the object. An input Work Product object implies the activity or process must
receive the Work Product input before the work at that activity starts.

The Work Product Layers
Three different types of Work Products can be defined:
•

Business: These are real-world objects. Examples of such objects include products,
sales orders, and revenue.

•

Information: These specify information about real-world objects and therefore are
digital representations of entities typically in an Information System (e.g. Oracle ERP,
SAP, etc.).

•

Data: The data hosted by business applications which might part of information and
business objects. For example, call durations in a claims process.

You can use decomposition of Work Products to represent increasing levels of detail and quality.
Decomposition can further detail the higher-layer Work Products into lower layer Work Products.
You may also use folders for additional structuring of Work Products.
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Creating Work Products
Now that we have processes in our enterprise model, we can define Work Products for the process
objects; showing how data, information, or business objects flow between Processes.
Follow these steps to create a Work Product named “Good”, for the physical goods or product that
we ship to our customers and “Invoice” representing the bill.

Web

Client
1.

Right-click on the Work Products folder, and
choose New Work Product…

1.

In the repository tree, click the text Work
Products to highlight this root folder.

2.

Name the new Work Product “Good”.

2.

3.

For Work Product Layers, select Business (the
default).

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

(Optional) Type a Summary such as “The
physical goods that iGolfx produces and sells”.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Work
Product.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

Leave Watch object checked.

5.

In the Name field, type “Good”.

6.

Click OK.

6.

For Work Product Layers, check Business.

7.

Repeat the steps above to create a Work Product
named “Invoice” with the following Summary:
“The itemized invoice (bill) sent to the
customer”.

7.

In the Summary field type “The physical goods
that iGolfx produces and sells.”

8.

Leave Watch this object checked.

9.

Check Create Another.

4.

10. Click Finish.
11. In the Name field, type “Invoice”.
12. For Work Product Layers, check Business.
13. (Optional) In the Summary field, type “The
itemized invoice (bill) sent to the customer.”
14. Uncheck Create Another.
15. Click Finish.
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Enterprise Object Relationships
Earlier we created a number of repository enterprise objects. Know we’ll create relationships
between these objects and relationships between enterprise objects and diagrams and shapes.
You can create many enterprise objects with both the iGrafx Client and your web browser. You
must, however, use your web browser to edit properties and create relationships between enterprise
objects. When using the iGrafx Client, to modify enterprise object relationships:
1.

With the Repositories Window visible, navigate to the object you wish to edit, then either:
a)

Double-click the enterprise object

a)

Right-click the enterprise object and choose Properties.

Or:

b) In the Item Properties dialog, click View Item Properties…
2.

Continue with the web-based instructions shown in the following sections.

Resource Relationships
Resource Allocation Relationships
All resources may have Allocated To and Allocations relationships. We can use these allocations in
analysis and reporting of our enterprise, and to enable process simulation.
The allocation relationships are similar to the Supports relationship, however, resources can only
have Supports relationships to objects in the Processes, Interfaces, and Classes folder. Use Allocated
To and Allocations relationships to show relationships between resources. These relationships can
be used for doing impact analysis reporting (e.g. what resources are impacted if “Server X” fails)
and these relationships also affect process simulations.

Allocating Resources
We will now allocate a person to a job to show that the person performs that job.
1.

In your web browser repository tree, under Resources / People, click the text Barry Smith
to highlight this Person resource.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, in the Incoming Relationships area, click ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Allocated To.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Search box, type “production” and then click Production Staff:

6.

Click Finish

You can see that “Barry Smith” is now allocated to the “Production Staff” job:
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Effective Allocation of RACI relationships
Some companies find it redundant to create both RACI (discussed below) and Allocation
relationships. They create RACI relationships and create few, if any Allocations between resources.
For these users, the iGrafx graphical Clients have the ability to automatically create “Effective”
allocations for RACI relationships. The “Effective” allocations are used during process simulations
of Client diagrams. See the iGrafx Collaborative Process Management training guide for details.
Next, we will indicate that the “SAP MM” resource is allocated to the CHP03 server we created
previously:
1.

In your web browser repository tree, under Resources / Systems / Business Applications,
click the word Siebel to highlight this Application resource.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, at the bottom of the Incoming Relationships area,
click ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Allocated To.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Search box, type “CHP” and then click CHP03.

6.

Click Finish.

7.

In the Allocated To area, click CHP03 to navigate to that object:

Note that the above steps have also created an Allocations relationship from CHP03 to the
Siebel application:

In the above screenshot, there is an existing relationship to SiebelProd.
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Resource RACI Relationships
The “Business Modeler” license extends the capabilities provided with a “Desktop Connector”
license which allows the user to add RACI relationships from the perspective of an enterprise
resource (e.g. a RACI For relationship on a resource) but the “Desktop Connector” license does not
allow you to add RACI relationships directly on non-resource enterprise objects.
With a “Business Modeler” license assigned to you, you may add Responsible, Accountable,
Consulted, and Informed (RACI) relationships to most enterprise objects including processes and
activities.
See the iGrafx Collaborative Process Management training guide for details of the “Desktop
Connector” license capabilities including the creation of RACI relationships via diagram swimlanes
and shapes.
Remember that RACI means the following in the context of the process:
•

Responsible: The person or people responsible for doing the work; those who actually
complete the task and are responsible for implementation or action. Responsibility can be
shared.

•

Accountable: The person or people who manage those responsible for the completion of
the task; they are accountable for the work being done. Typically, only one person should
be accountable for a given activity.

•

Consulted: Consulted on how to do the work. The person or people whose opinions are
sought.

•

Informed: Uses the outputs of the work. The person or people who are kept up-to-date on
progress.

Between resources, RACI Responsible relationships are often used to specify who is responsible for
Roles and Jobs in the organization.
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Creating RACI Relationships
Remember that most process objects may have a RACI relationship with a Resource or External
Agent. We will create a Responsible relationship for the “Package Product” process:
1.

In your web browser repository tree, under Processes / Sell and Produce Product / Produce
Product, click the term Package Product to highlight the Process object.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, at the bottom of the Incoming Relationships area,
click ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Responsible.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

Leave the Search by drop-down set to Role.

6.

In the Search box, type “Production” and then click Production Staff.

7.

Click Finish.

You can see that Production Staff is now the Responsible resource for the Package Product
process:

To specify that a Person resource has a RACI relationship then follow the above steps but change
the Search by drop-down to Labor Resource/External Agent before searching or selecting the
Person.

Resource Supports Relationships
You can specify Supports relationships from resources to objects in the processes, interfaces, and
classes folders to describe how IT Architecture or other resources play a supporting role in
accomplishing the task. For shapes that do not describe an enterprise object, you can add Supported
By relationships directly to the shape.
You’ll add a Resource Supports Process relationship in the next section.
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Process Relationships
We have defined some overall process structure. We will now review and create other types of
enterprise objects and then relate those objects to the processes we’ve created.
When using the iGrafx Client, to edit enterprise object relationships:
1.

With the Repositories window visible, navigate to the object you wish to edit, then either:
a)

Double-click the enterprise object

c)

Right-click the enterprise object and choose Properties.

Or:

d) In the Item Properties dialog, click View Item Properties…
2.

Continue with the web-based instructions shown in the following sections.

Process Supporting Relationships
There are two types of supporting relationships from a process to another enterprise object (EO):
•

Supports: A Supports relationship indicates that this EO supports another EO

•

Supported By: A Supported By relationship indicates this EO is supported by another EO.

The relationships are bi-directional. A Supports relationship on the EO is seen on the supported
(related) EO as a Supported By relationship. So a Supported By relationship on the EO is seen on
the supporting EO as a Supports relationships.
Now we will add a Supported By relationship to the “Manufacture Good” process:
1.

In the repository tree, under Processes / Sell and Produce Product / Produce Product click
the text Manufacture Good to highlight the Process object.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, at the bottom of the Incoming Relationships area,
click ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Supported By.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Search field, type “sap mm” and then click the first SAP MM listed:

The other SAP MM objects listed represent the Interface and Service objects for the
application.
6.

Click Finish.

You can see that Manufacture Good is Supported By SAP MM:
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Work Product Relationships
We defined some Work Products earlier which we can use in relationships between process objects
in our enterprise model.
We will now create the Work Product relationship between the “Manufacture Good” process and the
“Package Product” process:
1.

In the repository tree, the Manufacture Good Process should still be selected.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, at the bottom of the Work Product Flows area, click
ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Outgoing.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Target Search box, type “package” and then click Package Product.

6.

Click Continue.

7.

In the Work Product Search box, type “good” and then click Good from the drop-down.

8.

Click Finish.

You can see that a Good is Outgoing from Manufacture Good to the Package Product Process:

The above steps also added a relationship to the “Package Product” Process:
1.

In the Outgoing area shown above, click Package Product.

You can see in the Incoming area for the Package Product Process that a Good is Incoming
from the Manufacture Good Process:

2.

Click Manufacture Good in the Incoming area. This returns you to a display of properties
for Manufacture Good.
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Requirement Relationships
We will now place requirements and controls on our processes.

Adding a Requirement Relationship to a Process
The iGolfx enterprise has a requirement to meet certain standards set by those who regulate the
golfing and golf products industry. The two bodies that regulate golf are the Royal and Ancient Golf
Club of St Andrews (R&A), and the United States Golf Association (USGA).
In particular, in the repository we defined a Requirement EO for the requirement from the R&A
governing body that indicates a golf club driver (wood) must meet certain rules for Coefficient of
Restitution (COR) —or the trampoline effect— which is a measurement of the efficiency of the
transfer of energy from the club head to the ball.
We will now place this requirement on our manufacturing process:
1.

From the previous section, the Manufacture Good Process should still be selected in your
web browser.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, at the bottom of the Outgoing Relationships area,
click ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Requirements.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

In the Search field type “wood”.

6.

Click R&A Wood C.O.R. (Trampoline):

7.

Click Finish.
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Control Relationships
In the above steps, you added two Controls to the iGolfx enterprise model. By adding relationships
on these Controls, you will now specify the process, “Manufacture Good”, to be controlled and the
two risks on that process will be mitigated.

Controls and Audited By Relationships
Control objects can have a ‘Controls’ and/or ‘Audited By’ relationships with other enterprise
objects.
•

•

Controls:
o

To a Risk or Risk Instance: The Control mitigates and/or reduces the risk. This is
done via the Relationships tab.

o

To other objects: The related object deploys this Control; it is the object that
performs the action. The referenced Enterprise Object demonstrates compliance with
this Control.

Audited By: The related object Audits this Control; it is the object that ensures the action is
performed. The referenced Process, Activity, Interface, Service, or Operation audits this
Control.

Adding Control Relationships to Process and Risk Instance
Objects
Add Controls relationships to the Manufacture Good Process and two Risk Instances:
1.

In the repository tree, under Controls, click the text Workers have level 5 certification to
highlight the Control.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, at the bottom of the Incoming Relationships area,
click ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down, choose Controls, and then click Continue.

4.

Click the Show Tree switch to display the repository tree.

5.

Expand Processes / Sell and Produce Product / Produce Product

6.

As shown in the below screenshot, select these three objects:
•
•
•

Manufacture Good Process
Defective Goods Produced (Driver) Risk Instance
Defective Goods Produced (Iron) Risk Instance
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7.

Click Finish.

8.

Repeat steps 2 through 7 with the Control Check Driver for Compliance with R&A COR
but do not create a relationship to Defective Goods Produced (Iron).
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Residual Risk
Relationships between Controls and Risks have now been created to model the risk mitigation
taking place in the production process. iGrafx automatically calculates the Residual Risk from the
control and risk settings and values already entered.
1.

In the repository tree, you are still viewing the Relationships tab of the Check Driver for
in the
Compliance with R&A COR Control, click
Incoming Relationships area.

2.

Choose the Risk Instance tab, to display the following Risk Object section:

Due to the Controls relationships, the Residual Risk of a defective driver being produced has been
reduced from 10 to 2.75 which falls into the green Risk Range representing acceptable risk for this
process. The organization risk and compliance officers and repository administrator define Risk
Ranges and specify colors associated with the ranges. For this repository, risk values below 4 are
indicated with green borders.
3.

Click View Categories to display the Risk Type and Risk Category table columns:

The following page explains the information displayed for Risk Instances and Risks.
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Residual Risk Calculation
The table below defines the content of the Risk Instance or Risk tab. Several intermediate values are
used to calculate the final Residual Risk value.
The “Example Value” column displays values of the scenario described on the previous pages. In
this column, “Key” refers to the Key Control Workers have level 5 certification and “Non-key”
refers to the non-Key Control Check Driver for Compliance with R&A COR.
Column
Heading

Example
Value

Definition

Initial Risk

10

This displays the most recent (by date specified) risk Data Point value
entered on the Data tab. Data Points with dates specified in the future of
today’s date are ignored when determining Initial Risk.

Risk Type

Instance : 0

This displays the specified Risk Type and the Value associated with the
Risk Type. The Value for each Risk Type is specified by your repository
administrator and is zero by default.

Risk
Category

Operational : 0
for the control:
Workers have
level 5
certification
Control

This displays the specified Risk Category and the Value associated with
the Risk Category. The Value for each Risk Category is specified by
your repository administrator and is zero by default.

The Risk
Category is
not displayed
for the nonOperational
Control

Warnings are displayed if there are no mitigating Controls with the same
Risk Category (e.g. Operational) as the risk object. For example, if
Workers have level 5 certification was changed to have no Risk
Categories then the Risk Instance tab would display the following (when
categories are displayed):

Clicking a triangle warning gives additional information.

Inherent Risk

10

This is the sum of the Initial Risk, Risk Type Value, and Risk Category
Value.

Controlled By

The Control
names

Displays the name of related Controls on separate rows. Until the risk
object has a relationship to a Control, this displays “No Control”.

Control
Rating

Largely
Effective
Control for
Key

Displays the Control Rating of each related Control.

Partially
Ineffective
Control for
non-Key
Mitigation
Value

8 for Key
5 for non-Key
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Column
Heading
Average

Example
Value
8 for Key
5 for non-Key

Control
Weight
Percentages

Combined
Controls

75% for Key
25% for nonKey

6 = (8 * .75) for
Key
and
1.25 = (5 * .25)
for non-Key

Residual Risk

2.75 =
10 – (6 + 1.25)

Definition
One or both of these values are displayed:
•

The average of all Key Control Mitigation Values

•

The average of all Non-Key Control Mitigation Values

The repository administrator sets these percentages. The default settings
are:
•

100% for each control if only Key controls are related

•

75% for Key controls and 25% for Non-Key controls if both
types of controls are related

•

75% for each control if only Non-Key controls are related

One or both of these values are displayed:
•

Key control Average * Key Control Weight Percentage

•

Non-Key control Average * Non-Key Control Weight
Percentage

Residual Risk equals the Inherent Risk value minus the total of
Combined Controls.
If a risk object has no control relationships then this displays the same
value as the Inherent Risk.
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Risk Legend
When the Risk Bar is expanded in the Risk Instance or Risk tab, a legend of Risk and Control
settings is available:

The following settings are specified by the repository administrator:

Legend Entry

Description

Risk Matrix

Display the risk name and color associated with an Impact and Likelihood
combination.

Risk Ranges

Display the Risk Range settings that determine the color coding for Initial,
Inherent, and Residual Risk values. For this repository, risk values less than 4
are coded green, values between 4 and until 15 are coded yellow and values
equal to 15 and greater are coded pink.
The Risk Ranges for the training repository:

Control Ratings

Display the mapping between Control Ratings and their corresponding
Mitigation Values.

Control Weighting

Displays the Control Weight Percentages used to determine the Combined
Control values.

The Controls Relationship to the Process
Earlier, in addition to creating Controls relationships between Control Objects and Risk Instance
objects, you created a Controls relationship between Controls and Process objects. The Control /
Process relationships are not required to do risk analysis but it can enhance risk analysis by:
•

Enabling additional risk reports from the perspective of processes under control

•

Enabling the control relationships from the perspective of web diagram shapes and client
diagram shapes.
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Strategy and Goal Relationships
Strategies and Goals have already been defined in the repository enterprise model for the iGolfx
enterprise. In our example, the Strategy Model is based on the Balanced Scorecard method.
We will now show that a process supports our high-level strategies and goals towards increasing
customer satisfaction. We’ll document this in the following ways:
Note: It is not required to associate both a Strategy and Goal to your processes, and you may choose
to only associate none, one or both.

Adding a Strategy relationship to a Process
To identify the Strategy relationship to a Process:
1.

In the repository tree, under Processes click the text Sell and Produce Product to highlight
the Process object.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, at the bottom of the Outgoing Relationships area,
click ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Strategies.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

Click the Show Tree switch to view the repository content.

6.

Expand Customer and click Satisfy Customers:

7.

Click Finish.

Adding a Goal relationship to a Process
We will now choose a Goal from the enterprise Strategy Model and associate it to the same Process.
1.

You should still have Processes / Sell and Produce Product selected in the repository tree.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, at the bottom of the Outgoing Relationships area,
click ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Goals.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

Click the Show Tree switch to view the repository content.

6.

Expand the folders as shown and click Raise Product Quality:

7.

Click Finish.
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Creating Describes Relationships
The process diagrams created in the iGrafx graphical Clients and web browser are a visual
representation of the process landscape/architecture, and can use a ‘Describes’ relationship to refer
to an element of the process architecture and thus the data from the enterprise model. There are
multiple ways to create ‘Describes’ relationships between diagram elements and enterprise objects.

Web

Client
The following methods don’t require a “Business
Modeler” license. A “Desktop Connector” license is
sufficient.

The following methods don’t require a “Business
Modeler” license. A “BPMN Web Diagrammer”
license is sufficient.

1.

Label Hints: As you type the label of a swimlane
or shape, you can select an enterprise object
from a displayed list to create a Describes
relationship.

These methods are not available, however, to a user
who has a “Business Modeler” license and no
“BPMN Web Diagrammer” license.

2.

Shape Properties dialog: Use the Describes page
after double-clicking a swimlane or shape.
Processes, External Agents, and Resources can
be Described by swimlanes. Most objects can be
Described by shapes.

3.

1.

Label Hints: As you type the label of a swimlane
or shape, you can select an enterprise object
from a displayed list to create a Describes
relationship.

2.

Describes dialog: Select a diagram element and
then click the Describes icon
in the left frame.
In the dialog, click Choose Object to Describe.

Diagram Properties dialog: Use the Describes
page after double-clicking a swimlane or shape.
Process objects can be Described.

4.

Add Describing… command: Right-click an
enterprise object and choose the appropriate
command to create a diagram swimlane or shape.

5.

Drag and drop to diagram: Drag and drop a
repository tree enterprise object to the diagram to
create a swimlane or shape with a Describes
relationship from the diagram element to the
enterprise object.

If no diagramming elements are highlighted
before clicking the Describes icon then the
dialog creates a Describes relationship on the
Diagram.
3.

Drag and drop to diagram: Drag and drop a
repository tree enterprise object to the diagram to
create a swimlane or shape with a Describes
relationship from the diagram element to the
enterprise object.

Client-only methods for creating Describes relationships
The methods below are only available in the graphical Clients and require a “Business Modeler”
license. The detailed steps are on the following pages:
1.

Drag and drop from diagram: Drag and drop a diagram shape to the repository tree to
create an enterprise object and a Describes relationship from the shape to the enterprise
object.

2.

New from selected Shape(s) command: After selecting shapes in a diagram, use this
command to create enterprise objects in the Processes folder.
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Creating enterprise objects with Drag and Drop
The steps on the next two pages use a file that is provided during iGrafx training classes. It is fine if
you do not have this exact file. You perform similar steps with other iGrafx diagrams. Ideally, use
these steps with a diagram that has a sub-process.
1.

In the repository tree, Process Diagrams folder, right-click Sell_Produce_Product.igx and
choose Check Out.

This iGrafx file contains a set of high-level process diagrams for an order fulfillment process, from
customer order all the way through product delivery.

No
Start

Request Offer

Review Offer

Purchase?

End

Yes

Dept. 1

Generate
Purchase
Order

Create Offer

Receive Goods

Pay Invoice

Generate
Production
Order

Produce
Product

Ship Goods

You can create repository tree enterprise objects by dragging and dropping diagram objects to the
tree:
1.

In the diagram, right-click the Produce Product shape and choose Produce Product in the
context menu to open the child diagram.

2.

Right-click the Set Up Operating Schedule shape and choose Set Up Operating Schedule to
open the child diagram.

3.

Drag and Drop the Check Stock shape onto the Processes / Sell and Produce Product /
Produce Product / Set Up Operating Schedule process in the repository tree, and release
the mouse button.

4.

Choose Create Processes Here from the context (pop-up) menu that displays.

You have now created another Process Enterprise Object, under Set Up Operating Schedule and it is
Described by a shape in your diagram:
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Creating enterprise objects with “New from selected Shape(s)” command
The following steps provide another method for creating enterprise objects in the Processes folder:
1.

In the Set Up Operating Schedule diagram, right-click on the Produce Product shape and
choose Produce Product from the context menu, to open and view the sub-process
diagram.

2.

Lasso Select the four shapes highlighted below:

3.

In the repository tree, right-click the Set Up Operating Schedule process, and choose New
Processes from Selected Shape(s).

The Processes folder should now look similar to the following and all the new processes are
Described by shapes in the diagram:

With our modifications complete, check the open file back into the repository.
1.

Right-click on the Sell_Produce_Product.igx item in the repository, and choose “Check
In”.
Alternatively, you can right-click in the open diagram and choose “Check In (Active Doc)”

2.

For the “Comment”, type “Added more enterprise relationships.”

3.

Click OK.

This checks the document back into the repository. The red check that was indicating the document
was checked out is removed.
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Referencing Additional Documentation
You can indicate that a repository item is documented by one or more repository objects or web
page URL's. By creating a Documented By relationship, you are indicating that the item linked to
has more information about, or `documents,' the item.

Creating Documented By References
We want to publish and share additional documentation, such as a requirements document, for
objects in the repository. To do so, we will first add our supporting document to the repository:

Web

Client
1.

In the repository tree, right-click a nonenterprise object folder (e.g. Documents in the
Training repository) and choose ‘Add External
File…’

2.

Select the Functional Requirements SOP
document on your training CD (or another
document)

3.

4.

For the other settings in the dialog:
• Enter a Comment if required, such as
“Initial version”
• Use the default new version number
• You do not need to set any Version
Properties (if listed)
• Do not set “Check Out”
Click Open.

1.

In the repository tree, click the name of a nonenterprise object folder (e.g. Documents in the
Training repository) to highlight the folder.

2.

Click the ADD button at the bottom of the
repository tree.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose External
File.

4.

Click Continue.

5.

Click Choose File.

6.

Select the “Functional Requirements SOP”
document on your training CD (or another
document).

7.

Click Open.

8.

For the other settings, use their default values.

9.

Click Finish.

Now we will reference this document from a Process enterprise object. This relationship can only be
created with a web browser.
1.

In the repository tree, under Processes / Sell and Produce Product, click the text Generate
Production Order to highlight this Process object.

2.

In the right frame, Relationships tab, at the bottom of the Outgoing Relationships area,
click ADD.

3.

Click the Select drop-down and choose Documented By.

4.

Choose Documented by Object.

5.

Click Continue.

6.

In the Search field, type “functional”.

7.

Click Functional Requirements SOP.

8.

Click Finish.

You have now enhanced the landscape with additional documentation on the Generate Production
Order Process.
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Introduction
iGrafx allows you to define Reports that provide better visibility of the content of your repository.
For example, you can create reports that list the state of documents and/or web diagrams in terms of
whether they are currently checked out (and by whom), or whether they are currently being
reviewed, approved, or endorsed. You may also want to create a report that list object relationships
such as Processes and applicable Risks and Controls.
The reports that you create are treated as repository objects. As such, you can control the access to
these objects in the same way you can control the permissions of other objects in the repository.
Reports can be managed by logging in to the applicable repository within the iGrafx Platform (via a
web browser).
The management of reports not only involves creating applicable folder structures to organize your
reports, but also creating/editing actual report objects, testing them, setting appropriate security
permissions, and of course, launching (running) them. These activities can all be done via the
Enterprise Objects Tree of your Enterprise Model (Repository), as shown below:

You can also launch (run) previously-defined reports for which you have access, by clicking on any
of the reports shown in the dedicated “Reporting” area of your Enterprise Model Navigation pane,
as shown below:
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Licenses Required to View, Edit, and Create
Reports
Like other repository objects, Reports are controlled by user licenses and permissions. To view
reports, an iGrafx Platform “User” license is required. Additional user extension licenses are not
necessary for viewing.
The license required to edit and create report definitions depends on the Report Template used. The
four templates mentioned below are discussed in detail in the next section.

To create or edit reports using this report
template:

Requires one of the following iGrafx Platform
User Extension licenses.

Generic List or Table

•

Collaborator

Text Search Report

•

BPMN Web Diagrammer

•

Desktop Connector

•

Desktop Connector Plus

•

PRC Designer

•

Business Modeler

•

SAP Modeler

•

Business Architect

•

SAP Architect

•

PRC Designer

•

Business Modeler

•

SAP Modeler

•

Business Architect

•

SAP Architect

Generic Matrix
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Risk Map

•

PRC Designer

•

Business Architect

•

SAP Architect

The examples discussed in this chapter are all “Generic List or Table” Reports.
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Report Elements and Query Language
Report Elements
A report is composed of four elements:
1.

The template the report is based on

2.

The settings that specify the data the report will produce

3.

The output that is shown to the user when the report is run

4.

The view options that are available when looking at the report output

Report Template – The report template is a built-in definition of a report’s layout, behavior, view
options, and structure, which serves as a starting point for specifying report settings. There are four
report templates (types) available:
•

Generic List or Table - lists reported objects in a tabular format

•

Text Search Report - lists objects containing the search term in a tabular format. This report
returns the same set of objects that are found when using the term in the Quick Search field but
the results are limited to the Filter and Properties settings.

•

Generic Matrix - shows relationships between objects

•

Risk Map - shows risks in colored cells corresponding to their current values (i.e., a ‘heat map’
for Risks).

Report Settings – The report settings are specific to the Template selected, and are composed of fields
for filtering the objects of interest and fields that specify what will appear in the report. For example, in
a Generic List or Table report, there is a Filter field that specifies which objects will appear in the first
column of the report, and a Properties field that lists the properties of those objects that will appear as
additional columns in the report. Both of these fields employ the iGrafx Query Language (IQL) to
allow you to precisely specify what you want to see in the report output. A more detailed explanation
of these two fields is described in the next section, but for now, you should know that it is in the
Settings tab of an existing Report object where you would populate the Filter and Properties criteria, as
shown below:
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Report Output – Based on the template (report type) used, the report will output a set of objects and
corresponding property and relationship values of those objects. Objects listed in the report output are
hyperlinked to their object definitions in the repository. The content of the report output is subject to the
permissions of the user running the report. For example, if you run a report and do not have rights to
some objects that would otherwise be included in the report, those objects are automatically culled
(removed) from the objects included in the report.
View and Sort Options – You may be able to vary the report output if there are view options available
in the template it uses. These view options are not part of the report settings, so they are available to
every licensed user. For example, when using a Text Search Report template, the View Options allow
the user to enter the specific text to search for.
For Text Search Report and Generic List or Table reports, there are options to Sort and Filter the search
results.
For example, in the following report of Processes and their Responsible resource, clicking the up and
down arrows adjacent to the Object and Responsible headings will sort the results alphabetically or
reverse alphabetically by the column clicked.
Typing in the filter field under the Object and Resource headings will filter the report result to shorten
the list of results and find results more easily.

Results sorted alphabetically by Object name
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Query Language
As previously noted in Report Settings, the iGrafx Query Language (IQL) is used to populate the Filter
and Properties fields with query strings to drive the report’s content. Those fields have “smart” typeahead search capability; that is, as you type your query strings, it automatically displays drop-down lists
of possible elements, based on context. You can then select the option you want with a mouse click or
by using the arrow keys. This feature can be very helpful, especially since the query language is case
sensitive. For elements selected from these lists, the case is automatically correct.
Filter Field – this field is used to specify the objects from the repository that will be included in a
certain dimension of the report (based on the built-in template). For example, in a Generic List or
Table report, the Filter field determines which objects are to be listed in the first column of the report
(e.g., a Document object, a Web Diagram object, a Process object, etc.) If you enter nothing into a
Filter field, then all objects in the repository have been "selected" for that dimension of the report.
Therefore, specifying a Filter narrows the report's focus to only those objects of interest for the report
being defined.
Properties Field – this field is used to specify other properties of interest to be included as additional
columns in your report, as they relate to the specific object(s) that you chose to filter on (via the Filter
field). The properties that you choose to list here can be separated by commas or spaces.
While powerful, using the iGrafx Query Language is an advanced feature. For a complete description
of the IQL syntax, supported query filters, query properties, query relationships, and reserved
words, please refer to the iGrafx Platform User Guide.
You can access the User Guide by clicking the
of your iGrafx Platform Navigation screen:

icon (cirlced below) on the upper right hand corner

Then click About  VIEW HELP:

Pertinent information regarding the IQL is available in the Reporting section of the iGrafx Platform
User Guide:
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Creating Reports
Reports are created using the same mechanism as creating other enterprise objects in the repository.
That is, open and navigate to the Enterprise Objects Tree of your Enterprise Model (Repository), then:
1.

Select the location (folder) on the tree where you want to create the new report object

2.

Click the ADD command at the bottom of the tree

3.

In the Add Object dialog, select “Report” from the Select Type dropdown list

4.

Click the CONTINUE command

5.

Enter the name of the report in the Name field

6.

Enter a Summary (description) of the report (optional)

7.

Determine whether you want to “watch” this object by turning the checkbox ON or OFF

8.

Click the FINISH command
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Sample Reports
In this section, we will create 10 different Reports for your repository, which you should find very
useful. Using the steps outlined in the previous section, go ahead and create a Report object for each of
the following report names.
NOTE: You should store/organize these reports in a folder of your own; that is, a folder that you
should create under the main Reports folder in the Enterprise Objects Tree. However, for
illustration purposes, we’re going to assume they are stored directly under the Reports folder, as
shown below:

Once the report objects are created, click on each report object and then click on its corresponding
Settings tab. Then, populate the Report Type, Filter, and Properties fields exactly as shown under the
“Definition” screenshot, starting on the next page. Below each definition, you will also see a sample
output of that report. This should provide you with a side-by-side reference of the definition versus the
output layout for each of the reports. Obviously, the information listed on the reports will vary,
depending on actual data in the repository where the reports are being run.
You will also note that in order to see the output of each report, you will need to click on the Report
tab of each report object. Recall, that the other way to run and see the output of Reports is via the
“Reporting” area in the Enterprise Model Navigation pane, where you would need to click on the
applicable report:

Below are the Definitions and sample Outputs for each of the reports:
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Approved iGrafx Documents/Web Diagrams that are not Endorsed
Yet
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

(type=ObjectType.DOCUMENT or type=ObjectType.WEB_DIAGRAM) and
approved=true and endorsed=false

Properties

type, parent, approvalDate, endorsementDate

Output:

The above definition searches for iGrafx Client documents (igx files) and web diagrams that haven’t been
endorsed yet. To also include non-iGrafx documents (e.g. Microsoft Word files) in the report results, add this
phrase in the Filter:
“or type=ObjectType.EXTERNAL_FILE”

iGrafx Documents/Web Diagrams currently Checked Out
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

(type=ObjectType.DOCUMENT or type=ObjectType.WEB_DIAGRAM) and
approved=true and endorsed=false

Properties

type, parent, checkedOutTo

Output:
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iGrafx Documents/Web Diagrams currently in Approval Cycle
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

(type=ObjectType.DOCUMENT or type=ObjectType.WEB_DIAGRAM) and
approvalState=CycleState.IN_PROCESS

Properties

type, parent, approvalState, approvalApplicant

Output:

iGrafx Documents/Web Diagrams currently in Endorsement Cycle
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

(type=ObjectType.DOCUMENT or type=ObjectType.WEB_DIAGRAM) and
endorsementState=CycleState.IN_PROCESS

Properties

type, parent, endorsementState, endorsementApplicant

Output:
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Process RACI Matrix
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS

Properties

parent, responsible, accountable, consulted, informed

Output:

Processes with or without Risks and Corresponding Controls
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS

Properties

Parent, hasRisk, hasRisk.isControlledBy

Output:
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Processes with Risks and Corresponding Controls
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS and hasRisk

Properties

Parent, hasRisk, hasRisk.isControlledBy

Output:

Processes with Risks, Controls, and Risk Values
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS

Properties

hasRisk.risk:category, hasRisk.isControlledBy, hasRisk.currentRiskData.risk:impact,
hasRisk.currentRiskData.risk:likelihood, hasRisk.currentRiskData.inherentRisk,
hasRisk.currentRiskData.residualRisk

Output:
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SIPOC – Process Work Products
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.PROCESS and (receives or sends)

Properties

receives, sends

Output:

Systems / Applications Support Processes
Definition:
Report Type

Generic List or Table

Filter

type=ObjectType.RESOURCE and supports

Properties

Supports

Output:
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Exercise – using the ‘ancestor’ filter
Objective: In this exercise, you will create another report of processes and corresponding risks.
However, the requirement for this report is that only Processes related to an “ancestor” should be
considered, regardless of whether those processes have risks or not. In this case, the ancestor that you
will need to use is your own personal folder which shall contain ‘risky’ processes. Therefore, you
should only expect processes within that folder to be listed on the report.
To that end, you will need to create a process framework/structure in your Processes hierarchy that
includes:
•

A personal Folder (i.e., with your name on it) to store your process objects and corresponding
risks

•

2 ‘main’ Process Objects (each having children process objects), and

•

Risk Instance objects that are linked to at least 1 of the main Process Objects

The framework could look something like this:

Once you have the above folder and objects created:
1.

Create a report object called My Risky Processes and Corresponding Risks You should
store this report in your own folder in the Reports hierarchy of your repository (i.e., create the
folder if needed).

2.

Populate the Settings tab of the report so that you meet the Objective above. Your output
should be similar to the following picture. [Hint: use the filter ‘ancestor.name’ as part of the
query string in the Filter field]:
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Answer:

Exit questions:
Given the framework/structure on the previous page, what would happen if you change the ancestor
query string so that it references process object “1 Risky Process” instead of referencing your
personal folder?
Would the process object 1 Risky Process be included in the report or not? In other words, is the
ancestor filter inclusive or exclusive of the parameter that you specify? This is an important feature
of this filter.

.
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iGrafx Training Course Evaluation
Instructions: Please rate the training course from 1 to 5 in the following areas:
Section #1:

The Course

The Pace Of The Course
The Structure Of The Course
The Value of the Exercises
The Quality of the Materials
Overall Evaluation Of The Course
Section #2:

The Instructor

The Instructor’s Preparation
The Instructor’s Presentation
The Instructor’s Knowledge Of iGrafx
The Overall Quality Of The Instructor

poor

below
average

average

good

very
good

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

poor

below
average

average

good

very
good

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

Instructions: Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following
statements:
Section 3: Recommendations
The course met my objectives.
I would recommend this course to
others.

strongly disagree
no
agree
disagree
opinion
1
1

2
2

3
3

strongly
agree

4
4

5
5

Comments: Please add any comments or suggestions for improving the training course:

(Optional)
Name:

Date: ________________

Company:
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